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Fulton Citizens To Hear
Discussion Of New Budget
An open hearing on FultOn'.; proposed budget will
be held Tuesday night, October 9, at the City Hall. City
Manager James Robey has distributed copies of the proposed budget to the press and interested parties. The
budget calls for a capital outlay of $9,725.00 for such
things as a new dump truck, a new police car and a new
tractor and mower.
The budget also calls for a proposed increase in
revenues amounting to $20,000.00 per year to meet current expenses. All citizens are invited to attend.
Meanwhile attorneys and officials of both city are
to meet tonight (Thursday) in South Fulton to discuss
the possibility of a friendly suit to determine Fulton's
liability in paying engineering fees connected with a
feasibility report on a sewage disposal unit for the twin
cities. Both cities have agreed to build their separate
systems. South Fulton claims Fulton owes half of a
$16,800.00 statement paid by the Tennessee city to
Nichols Engineering Company of Union City.

Stabbing In
South Fulton
Brings Arrest
A South Fulton Negro was held
without bond last week in the
Obion County jail on a charge of
attempted murder.
Luther Vick, 49, was arrested
by South Fulton officers Thursday morning following the stabbing of Hannah Capps, 62 year
old Negro woman.
The stabbing occurred at Vick's
home on Wade Street, according
to the police, and followed an
argument over some money which
Vick was trying to take from the
woman.
The woman was stabbed in the
left forearm and left side with a
paring knife and was treated at
Hillview Hospital and later transferred to the Obion County Hospital in Union City in serious
condition.

Local Girl Is
Semi-Finalist
In Merit Exam
Charlotte Foy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Foy of Fulton
Route 1, has been named a semifinalist in the 1962-63 National
Merit Scholarship competition.
She Is a senior at Hickman
County High School.
Miss Foy is one of approximately 11,000 high school seniors
throughout the nation who attained semifinalist status. Each semifinalist now moves a step closer
to winning a four-year Merit
scholarship to the college of his
or her choice.

THE NEW
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cal Negro churches since February 13, 1961, will be officially in their ultra-modern new elementary school
for the first full day of classes.
The new school, valued at $85,000 including equipment and
books, is a one story brick and
stucco structure with a prefabricated concrete-steel toot The
three large and one extra-large
classrooms all exit onto a cover-

ed outdoor corridor, thus giving
the school an extra fire safety
precaution.
The first and second grade
room is completely self-contained
having its own restroom
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Principal Cecil Maddox and a group of first grade students stand in
front of the beautiful, new and modern Milton School during the
opening house ceremonies on Wednesday.
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County Officials
To Appear At
South Fulton P-TA
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the busiest intersection of midtown New York City at the busiest time of the day, 5 p. m., with
thousands of cars, taxis, trucks
and people swarming in every direction.
I have driven through practically every big city in the States,
Canada and Mexico, but if someone had offered me $500 to drive
through mid-town New York, I
would have turned it down. But.
suddenly one day last week I
found myself right there by accident. And, believe me, there's
nothing like it!
The conversation between the
Negro policeman and myself followed my refusal to run a red

ewhere in U. 8. ......
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The South Fulton Parents and
Teachers Association will meet
at the school on Tuesday, October 9 at 7:30. A panel composed of
some of the county officials who
are closely related to the operations of the South Fulton school
will answer questions in regard
to the school and its needs.
Appearing on the panel will be:
Dan W. McKinnis, Jr., C. D.
Parr, 0. C. Berry, J. C. Roberts,
W. T. Garrigan, Jr., Milton
Counce, W. L. Jolley, Knox Daniels, and Paul Garrigan.

Development Group
To Hold Meeting
Here October 9
The Twin-City Industrial Development Corporation will meet
Tuesday night, October 9 in the
System audiFulton Electric
torium at 7:30 p. m. This will be
the annual meeting of stockholders.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton is the
president. Other officers include
Dr. Shelton Owens, secretarytreasure; Smith Atkins, Randall
Burcham, Duke Crews, Warren
Graham, K C. Grisham, C. H.
McDaniel, and Clyde Williams,
Jr., Board of Directors.

J0 s
Note Book
Have you ever had a person in
your employ in whom you have
such confidence that you would
trust him with your most valuable possessions? Paul and I
have them right now. Every person to whom we give a Paycheck
each week, is not our employee.
but our friend and a- member of
our family. These friendships are
our most valuable assets and we
are grateful for them. We owe
them a lot, for without their help,
advice and guidance we could not
go on.
It was such a feeling that we
had with the employees of Radio
Station WFUL. Today we make
the announcement that one of
those good friends at wrtn.. has
purchased all of our stock in the
station. Besides being a valuable
and trusted employee, Kenneth
Turner proved himself the kind
of a man who could take our
eleven-year old "radio child" and
rear it in the manner that we
would have him bring it into maturity; a "child" with courage,
with efficiency, with devotion to
public duty and responsibility.

Seven years ago Paul and I
"adopted" a four-year old radio
infant. It VMS suffering from
purpose and
malnutrition of
anemia of finance It was almost
a foundling in a broadcasting
field. Trying to be good foster
parents, we changed our "child's"
diet to a formul , of public service, good entertainment and
straightforward news reporting.
To bring this "child" to good
health took seven-day-a-week,
18-hour a day attention, that
fatigued the foster parents to
near exhaustion. But as the
"child" appeared to recover from
its ailments, we were all the More
intent on seeing that it recovered
washbasins
and
refrigerator. to robust health, able to stand up
There are two other restrooms and be counted with the best of
and a custodian's room in the its contemporaries.
building. The largest room is
When our "child" was --mequipped with a portable stage
pletele recovered from it.; early
and folding chairrns.
The principal, from his office, ills, the foster mother had time to
can converse with all rooms at realize that seven years was a
once or with any of the individual long vigil. In the constant strugrooms through a modern inter- gle to give the community a good
"child's" mother
communications system. An extra citizen, the
feature of the system is an AM- realized that no dedicated effort
FM radio and a turntable which is without personal hardships,
can be used for various education- misunderstandings, criticism and
set-backs. When the fatigue was
al activities.
Each room in the building has not too great !hese set-backs were
a seating capacity of 30 students taken in sti ide. The constant
with desks, chairs, and tables for loyalty of sti-h other foster partheir use. Thirty individual lock- ents as J. 0 Lewis, Gene Garders for the students and one lock- ner, Brother Wesley Richardson
er for the teacher are standard and Mary Ne'le Wright. who were
equipment in each of the units. on hand when the "child" was a
Ample blackboard and bulletin weakling, made the "child's"
board space has also been pro- therapy a werthwhile endeavor.
But as the fdtigue grew and the
vided.
Superintendent of Schools W. set-backs were not easily thrown
L. Holland described the new off, the fos', r parents decided
building as 'beautiful to behold that a younger parent, a less
both on the outside and the inside controversial parent, would be
and a source of pride and joy better for the "Child."
to all Cthcerned."
The new school was first conAnd so to, ay, pending the apsidered back in February of 1961, proval of lig Federal Communiwhen. the old''structure, built in cations Cot mission, the legal
1912 and just recently remodeled, custody of
ur beloved "child"
burned to the ground, luckily on has been gi im to Kenneth and
a non-school day. The parents of Agnes Turn, • and that wonderthe 102 children then enrolled at ful staff of workers at WFUL.
Milton requested that their chil- Kenneth ha, mentioned them in
dren meet for classes in Antioch his statement in today's paper. I
Baptist and Bell's Chapel CME seem to get a lump in my throat
Churches until a new school when I attempt to put their
could be constructed.
names and their kindnesses to-me
(Continued on page Twelve)
(Continued on page six)

light. He motioned me on, but I
didn't move. I really thought he
had failed to notice that the light
had turned—then too, I couldn't
imagine him letting only me go
ahead, when there were many,
many other cars stopped for the
red light. I wasn't going to be
crushed by all of those veh:eles
on my right and left!
When the policeman saw that I
wasn't going to run the red light
at his directions, he waved on the
vehicles waiting to cross my
street. That's when he walked
over to my car to let me know
how much power he held in that
hand of his.
When I had driven through the

tunnel and reached New Jersey I
stopped at a restaurant for a cup
of coffee to settle my nerves.
(My parents needed a cup, too.)
When my parents and I are
nervous and -cared, we never
utter a word. and it was only after we were settled over our coffee that we e ere able to talk and
marvel over my great accomplishment. The waitress was really
amazed too, that I had driven
through that mob
of "cutthroat" drivers.
"Why, there are rneny people
who have lived here all their
lives, who wouldn't dare attempt
such a thing!" the waitress said.
But, I seem to have gotten
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TurnersAssume Ownership
Of Radio Station WFUL

Jottings

KENNETH TURNER

Christian Church
Guild Sponsors
Coffee Saturday
The annual dessert coffee and
luncheon sponsored by the Women's Guild of the First Christian Church will be held this Saturday at the office of the Fulton
Electric system on Lake Street.
Serving will begin at nine o'clock
in the morning and continue until four o'clock in the afternoon.
Cakes, pies, sandwiches (all
made with the experienced touch
of the members) will be served.
Shoppers and business people are
invited to a treat at mid-morning,
luncheon or mid-afternoon.
The ladies of the Christian
Church have become famous for
this delightful event each year
and when you visit them this
Saturday you'll know why.

Kenneth Z. Turner, who has been associated with
Radio Station WFUL for more than four years has been
named president of the Ken-Tenn Broadcasting Corpc.
ration, which operates both the AM and FM stations.
In a recent meeting of the stockholders, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Westpheling announped that Mr. Turner and his
wife, Agnes, had purchased all of the stock of the corporation previously held by them. The transaction transfers the active management, ownership and full operation of the station to the Turners.
Mrs. Westpheling, who has been general manager
of the station for nearly seven years was named vicepresident and will remain on the staff as a consultant
for operations. Mr. Westpheling, who has served as

president was named to the board of directors. Mrs.
Turner was named secretary-treasurer of the corrporation. Ain named to the board were J. 0. Lewis. Kenneth
Eugene Turner and Mrs. Eugene Turner.
Mr. Turner came to WFUL on
January 1, 1958 and has
in every possible capacity with
the station. He has made many
friends in his contacts over the
wide area served by the station.
He has submitted the following
statement for release at this
time.
'To all my friends of WFUL:
"Naturally I am excited by the
announcement you are now reading. This represents the fulfillment of a dream long cherished
and worked for. I came to WFUL
on the strength of an oral promise by the Westphelings that if
the station was ever sold they
would give me the first opportunity to buy it. They have kept
their word and justified my faith

Home Is First Teacher,
PTA Leader Says Here
"The home is the first teacher,"
Mrs. Carl Bader president of the
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers told a huge gathering of members at he First District meeting held in Fulton
Wednesday. "The foundation for
being a good citizen comes from
the home. Religious, educational
and civic leaders are only partners in the important endeavor to
make a .student an important future leader of his community,"
the three-term president of the
Kentucky group said.
"There was a time," she added.
"When Parent-Teacher Associations meant just that; a working
agreement between the parent

Band Parents Club
Announce Officers,
Opening Meeting

and the teacher. Since education
has become America's !Umber
individual
any
one concern,
interested in a better today and
tomorrow is invited to join the
association at the local, State and
National level," Mrs. Bader said.
Meeting at the First Methodist
Church here the meeting \k as
presid•-d over by Mrs. Erl Sensing
of Clinton, First District president. Hostesses for the meeting
were members of the West Fulton an•I Terry-Norman • P-TA
groups. Paul Bates is -president of
the Terry-Norman group and
Mrs. Don Sensing is preident of
the West Fulton organizatitm.
Served at luncheon by th,
members ef the Women's Serie-of Christian Service
of •
church. Mrs. Ernest Jenkire
that the luncheon was One of !!
largest ever served at the chtml.
About 44 members were served
at the Derby Cafe.

in them. I came to them when
they Were working tirielesslY to
strengthen the programming of
WFUL and to lift- the station to
a state of good public acceptance.
We pooled our experiences and
resources'-arid worked dilligently.
I like to think that those objectives have been achieved.
"The Westphelings will continue to be highly respected consultants in our operatiens. We
plan to maintain substantially
the same programming, strengthening it wherever. and whenever
possible All civic and public service groups will continue to enjoy
an open invitation to use the facilities of WFUL at any time.
Schools, County Agents, and such.
will be welcomed and will be assisted in any way possible toward
an enlarged use of the station.
News and sports events will continue to hold a place of importance.
"We solicit the good will of our
llsteners and of the merchants.
upon whom wi must depend' foi
our existence. -My wife joins nit
in pledging our very best effort
in every way to c,,ntinue t.
make you proud of yoer Radi.
Station. Every membet of the
staff makes that same pledge to
you. They art.: Gene Gardner. J.
0. Lewis, Arlene Swearingen. Jim
Clark. .1. Wesley Itichards,n ,and
Joe O'Connor.
''Sine -role.
Kenneth Z..Turner.
"P. S. And, for ;ill ef y,fu w.ho
miss Jo. she will still be or the
Live Wire from firm, •
(conin! ,r1
••

South Fulton'
Seniors Name
'Who's Who'

The Who's Who of South Fulton has been announced for the
Also in attendance at the meet- class of 1963. Marty Warren and
The first meeting of the year
010;c:ell by
for the Fulton Band Parents ing was Mrs. Russell Snider of Linda Thorpe were
Clubs will be held Tuesday, Oc- Henderson, second vice-president their classmates as the Best All
Round Seniers.
tober 16, at 7:30 p. m. in the of the State..organization.
others chesen
Band Room. All - parents of band p The Fulton High FHA girls
Most Likely to StiereminariTarmembers are urged to attend.
served as pages at the confer.
The following' officers and ence. They were: Glenda Clark,' (lid Arnold and Janet I hirris
Most Courteous John TM:7o.'.
•
committees for the coming season Ann Mat hen V. Mars
V i i',•i Ili:1
have been announced:
Page, Annie Lee Green Sandia nd Betty Stephens
Pretti4,0 and Mo,t
Mrs. C. J. Pawlukiewicz, presi- Holt. -Rita Thompson, Martha Dedent; Kenneth Z. Turner, vice Mver? Dana Davis, Willa .K.,v ! Kara Williams ;dal Kenneth Flob•
,` • , erlson.
president; Mrs. Cecil Bolin, secre- Bennett.
i
Most Talent. d ---- Jam es Mills
lary; Mrs. NV. H. Wells, treasurer:
Don Two. of Cub Back -10 s'•r\-- ,and Ann Samples.
Mrs. Lonnie Roper and Mrs. Seldid as flag bearers. These little
Friendliest—Mih,- Fa:ilkner and
on Reed, transportation commitCubs wereand.their den Mother. Mrs,. .loan Bondurant.
tee; Mrs. Jean 'Smith, Mrs. W. 0.
David Ilomra, spent many hours
Neatest — F,ridie Bell and
Beard, Mrs. Henry Underwood,
practicing for the occasion. The Carolyn Vaughn.
and Mrs. Stanley Jones, telephone boys
Pe, Jodie
most Masculine - and
•• Todd Shupe.
•Most
committee; Mrs. Glynn Bushart,
Gamlen. Gary McIntosh, Kim Feminine --- Larry
Wade. and
publicity; Mandle Brown, ProHomra. Mike Hays, Steve Wright. Carole Schrader.
grams.
Tommy Bynum and Tommy CarMost Athletic—Gene Hardy and
ringtrm.
•
Lee Cantrell.
Most Dependable—J,Try Mac
Mrs. Don Sensing and Mr. Bates,
appointed the folloWing commit- Weaks and Charlotte Muzzall.
Best Sports
William covey
tees for the conference.
and Patricia Roney.
Credentials—Mrs.
Jess
Walkahead of my story.
Wittiest—Ralph Agee and Joan
er and Mrs. Bill Hagan;
Matt hews
On September 15 my parents
Arrangements
Mrs. Lennie
and I left Fulton on out annual
Roper, Mrs. L. M. McBride, Mrs.
two weeks' vacation trip.
- LIONS MEET!
Austin Stroud, Mrs. Jimmy SisWe first visited my sister. Sue, son. Mrs. W. B. Stokes, Mrs. J. L.
Herb Theobold of the Departin Chicago and had a wonderful Grooms. Mrs. Jimmy Lawrence,
ment of Highways presented the
two-day stay. She and her friends Mrs. Nathan Wade.
program at the regular Friday
took us to the races one evening
Mrs. Paul Bates Ii id charge of meeting of the Fulton Lion's Club
and I had a ball collecting the
luneheon
•
reservations.
last week. He showed a film on
money we all won after each race.
the Kentucky Highway prograrn.
We were fortunate to have the
best table in 'the owner's reservGUEST SPEAKER!
ed section of the beautiful, tiered
DOING FINE
• • •
clubhouse, *here we had dinner
Rev. W. E. Mischke of Murray
while watching the races.
will be the guest speaker at the
Mrs. Thula Davis has returned
From Chicago we drove to first general meeting of the year from the Baptist Hospital in
Lansing, Mich., where we spent of the Fulton Woman's Club Fri- Memphis. She is getting along
the night with Betty Rawls day at the club home. He will fine at her home on West State
Continued on Page Six
speak on "Communism."
.. Line.

Red Light Means Stop,But WhiteGlove Means Go In N.Y.Traffic
By Ouida Jewell
"Lady, you don't reali/e how
much power I hold in this white
glove," said the big Negro policeman.
"I was trying to do you a favor.
Why, you could have been all the
way up to the next in:.!rsection
by now," he continued.
"Is this the way to Lincoln
Tunnel"? I meekly asked.
"Yes, straight ahead. I knew
that was where you were headed
when I saw you coming. I read
your mind," the New York City
police officer said with a smile, as
the light turned green and I
drove away.
This conversation took place at

Yearly Trade Area

University of Kentucky
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Milton School Opens Today With Latest
Design and Equipment;Open House Held
making for more than a year and a half. The students,
who have been studying in makeshift classrooms in la
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MEMPHIS PATIENT
SOUTH FULTON FIRE
Bill McIntosh of Fulton is a
patient in the Methodist hospital
Gorman's residence was
Marvin
in Memphis. His room number is
badly damaged by fire last Wed591-E.
nesday night. The interior of the
house, located at 303 Willow
IN CHICAGO
HOME FROM MEMPHIS
Drive was considerably damaged.
Pat Matheny, retired I. C. car
Dr. H. W. Connaughton has The South Fulton Fire Departinspector, is a patient in the Illi- been dismissed from the Metho- ment was. called.
nois Central Hospital in Chicago. dist Hospital in Memphis and is
His room number is 231.
now recuperating at his home.
Support The Bulldogs!!

By Karen Dublin
When the 82 young students of Milton Elementary
School attend their first class this morning (Thursday)
they will be realizing a dream which has been in the

I
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The Struggle In Mississippi Is To Maintain
A Way Of Life; An Editor Sums Up The Story

•

•

The eyes of America and the
world are on the State of Mississippi
this week. Any individual who has
followed the story of the proposed
integration of the University of Mississippi undoubtedly has formed an
opinion in the /*atter.
Some of those --Opinions must
rante from whole-hearted agreement
with the action of the Federal govnnment to' violent opposition and
condemnation of the courts and the
law. As in any controversy there are
rabble-rousers, hot-heads and publicity seekers. There are 'also sound
thinking, vitally concerned individuals who see both sides of the question
while forming an opinion to bolster
• their own convictions.
An editorial in the Clarksdale
(Miss.) Press-Register last Wednesday was written by an .oditor who
loves his State, has respect for the
laws of the land and knows the feelings of his people in this momentous
decision.
The editorial is entitled "The
Final Act." It was written before
Federal troops were marshaled in
Mississippi and before gun-shots
were fired and lives lost in the bitter
struggle to maintain a way of life.
So that you might know something .of the thoughts that permeate
the minds of the people In Mississippi
today we are roprinting the editorial
from the Clarksdale Press-Register.
. Hete it is:
. "As this is written, the stage is
set at the University of Mississippi
for the final act in the month's-long
drama which is rapidly drawing to a
close..As in .a Greek tragedy, we
know that a major . disaster is impending', and like the murmuring extras on the stage we stand by. helples
avert it.
"The doomed heroes in this case
are several—the republican conept
of a Federal govrenment of limited
powers, the rights of the people of
the several states to control and
regulate—rightiv or wrongly, wisely
unwisely—t1;oir own affairs, and.
mest important: the st:Itus of a great
university.
'The villitins are many. A push-

ing, militant minority determined to
obtain their "rights" even if in the
process they destroy the governmental concepts which must ultimately
insure all rights. A power-motivated,
politically -dominated national administration which will stop at nothing to achieve its goals. A somewhat
confused state administration, trying
to protect a great and sound principle, without knowing quite how to do
it.
"We do not know what events
will transpire later. There is speculation about the Federal government
sending troops to enforce the edicts
of its subservient _courts, This would
be the height of folly. There is talk of
Governor Ross Barnett closing Ole
Miss to preclude the entrance of Negro James Meredith. This would be
the ultimate tragedy.
"As we now see.it, the questions
of law and state-Federal powers
should be continued to be fought out
in the courts without Mississippi
yielding in any particular on the eol•rectriess of its position. The question
of Meredith's status at the university
should be left to the proved and competent administrative officials and to
the wisdom and commonsense of the
student body. The question of the future of the Kennedy Administration
should be left to the outraged reaction of the 'electorate.
"Through decades of war and
poverty and subjugation by many of
the same powers now arrayed against
-us it has taken the people of Mississippi nearly 115 years to build and,
develop a great university system.
"It has survived threats to its
survival and integrity equally as
great as the.one it now faces. It must
not be sacrificed now.
"The future of an entire generation is dependent upon maintaining
our higher educational system operating.
"However painful the alternatives this must be our paramount obiective Wisdom and leadership can
keen the University of Mississippi in
and the same wisdom and
leadership can ultimately 'make our
viows prevail on the large/ questions
f Constitutional law.

With Challenges Still Before Kentucky, There
Are Many Tirgs' In Every Section Of State
thi-: time of the year the accent I., on sports. And in any.sports
event the paramount interest is the
battle for victory. In baseball jargon
you've often 'heard the saying: "It's
who's on first that counts."
That baseball term should be
transferred to the thinking .of all
Kentuckians as. one views the accomplishments being achieved in all
fields ef endeavor by the CombsWyatt Administration in, Frankfort.
Of course there have been errors
Trade along the way. With 'so-many
human beings involved in :the vast- •
com!lex if .*.overnment it would' be
tho e,:ception, rather than the rule, if
the efforts_ were accomplished without
int•Aent of misjudgments, But with
gr(.at .1,:,11enges and needs still before us. there are new accomplishments:in every section of the Commonwealth----from the plains of the
Jackson Purchase to the banks of the
Big Sandy, from the oxbow bends of.
the Ohio River to the Pinnancle at
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
F PAIM ani JOHANNA M WESTPITELING
Editors and Publishers
Vott d "Bort All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
un• S.c.fl o.aco In Ilia an0 Flonorablo
1055

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in Hiti.
addroaa all mall lanboernntona. ehano4 Of ant:1mm
forma 3570 to Pert Offie. not 485 Talton. Lentnelr,

PliblIshed Every Thursday of The Year
A member ef the Kentucky Press Association
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nneky and at additional malthig offices.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
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Cumberland Gap.
A fistful of new "firsts" a• mong
the states hel-is tell the story:
nast year Kentucky was first
among the states in percentage increase) in teachers' salaries.
Kentaky has the nation's number one program of expansion, improvement and development of her
State parks system, a program which
has made Kentucky the number one
parks state and which will further
develop our tourist and travel industry.
Kentucky is the first state to
qualify with the Federal Government
for state control of atomic materials
for peacetime uses. This puts Kentucky in position to be the first bidder for industries using these nuclear
materials.
Kontucky has boeime the first
state to win the "Keep America
Beautiful" award.
This spring the Jenkins Public
Library was selected as the best small
library in the nation and won the
Book-o%-the-Month Club's $5,000 award.
Kentucky has the first statewide
geological mapping program in progress. The state is rich in minerals,
and this program will be valuable in
economic development.
Kentucky was first in dev• eloping five different governmental and
private financing programs for new
and expanding industries. .
Kentucky's vocational training
program is pointed out as the leader
among all the southern states in a report by the Center for Southern Education Studies.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Whetters

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

e‘

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

J
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
Al) 5-2292

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
CURRENT DIVIDED RATE

"Mr. Pottleby likes to be

.FRCM

close to

the

customei,'"
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Turning Back The Clock-October 2, 1942
The Young Men's Business Club
of Fulton is sponsoring a scrap
metal drive and offering a total
of ten prizes.
The awards will be made as
follows:
First prize of a $25 bond to the
person bringing in the largest
number of pounds; second prize
of $15 stamps to -the person bringing in the second largest number
of pounds; third prize of $10 to
person bringing in the third
greatest number of pounds; fourth
prize of $7.50 to the person bringing the largest number of pounds
the greatest distance; fifth prize
of $5 in stamps to the lady bringing in the largest number of
pounds; sixth prize of $5 in
stamps to the organization bringing in the largest number of
pounds; seventh prize of $5 to the
business firm bringing in the
largest number of pounds; eighth
prize of $2.50 to largest single
piece of scrap metal brought in
on its own wheels; ninth prize of
$2.50 to
the largest single
piece of scrap coming in under its own power: tenth prize
to the largest wheel barrow load
The following Full( ii County
boys passed their Army examinations and will he inducted into
the Army on October 13:
Hubert H. Wright, Thomas Allen, Ray D. Rushing, Bir::som B.
DeHart, Howard .1. Collins. Charles E. Williams, Edward 0. Asbell,
Odie R. Lowe, Wayman C. Williams. Lloyd K. Farris, Cletus J.
Conner, Estori L. Cruce, Clint
Green. J. D. Lane. James L. Morris. Paul Walker. Ernest W. Howard. Henry C. Woodruff Barney
1311:1113417:"!'',"""'',4T1147111f."

Williams, Jr., Albert L. Wright,
Omar L. Wiley, James E. Byrd,
Robert M. Bellew, Elbert W.
Woodruff, Robert D. Stratton,
Granville E. Roberts, Herman D.
Scheland, Bert Yarbro, Jr., and
J. W. Hobbs.
Jimmie Lewis. son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Lewis of Fulton enlisted in the United States Naval
Aviation at Nashville, Tennessee.
He will continue his college work
at the University of Kentucky
where he is studying aeronautical
engineering, until called for service.

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON
214 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Local merchants are cooperating in the national drive to increase the consumption of fresh
apples, the Victory Food Special,
designated by the Agricultural
Marketing Administration for the
period of September 17-26. Other
war commodities which have
been featured locally are onions,
tomatoes, chickens, lettuce, peaches and cheese.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Lowe entertained the BTU with a weiner
roast at their home on the Union
City Highway Friday evening.
Those present were Mr. and-Mrs.
Sam Cravers, Mr. and Mrs. Chrrles Arnn and daughter Angela,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett and
son Edwin. Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Bynum, Mrs. Marvin Wallace,
Paul Butts, Mr. Jackson. Ouida
Jewell, Frances Gunter, Nell Marie Mocrneyham, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Willy, Dorothy, and Jack
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Boyd and Mrs.
Lula Boyd Sunday afternoon.
"'''' 7.111'f''''':'':',i7Tin!";!!!111117!!!117111117111111111117

100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Ken• tucky, as reviev,,,,i by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War Comm isedon)
One hundred ,•,.ars ago this
week a Union truly under the
command of Major Gen. Don Carlos Buell arrived at Louisville, its
base of supplies, v. th its wagon
trains empty. A Confederate
army under Gen. r.-axton Bragg,
which could have —ached Louisville first and thus ave cut Buell
off from his base. instead had
turned off the IV Atfordville-to-,
Louisville road an dmarchcd to
Bardstown.
Besides having ; eess to supplies at Louisville. iluell had the
further advantage of being across
the Ohio River from Indiana and
thus being able to (haw reinforcements from that state and from
Illinois and Ohio. And he added
to his army the tr000s with which
Union Major Gen. William Nelson
had been preparing to defend Louisville if Bragg attacked there.
Nelson during his desperate efforts to make Louisville defensible in case Bragg got there before Buell did, had rebuked Brig.
Gen. Jefferson C.awls of Indiana
for what Nelson considered negligent or inefficient discharge of
duty and ordered him to report to
Major Gen. Horatio G. Wright at
Cincinnati, commander of the
Department of the Ohio. Upon
lauell's arrival
at Louisville,
Wright ordered Davis to report to
Gen. Buell. Davis first went to Indianapolis and sat Indiana Gov.
0. P. Morton to go to Louisville
with him. In the lobby of a Louisville hotel, the Galt House,
Davis renewed his quarrel with
Gen. Nelson and killed him with

tit
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10th
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1st,

a pistol. He was never prosecuted
for the slaying, either in the civil
courts of Jefferson County or by
an Army court-martial.
At Augusta, during the week
under review, Col. Basil W. Duke
with about 450 of Col. John Hunt
Mcrrgan's
Confederate cavalry
troopers encountered desperate'
resistance from
Union, Home
Guard soldiers who were firing
from brick houses in the Ohio
River town. It was necessary to
take the houses by forcing entrance and overcoming the def('nders in hand-to-hand fighting.
"I never saw them fight with such
ferocity." Duke said of his men.
"Few lives were spared in the
houses into which they forced
their way." Some houses were
burned.
Some of the best officers in
Morgan's command were killed
in the Augusta fight. One of them
was Capt. Samuel D. Morgan, a
cousin of the cavalry commander.
Another was Lt. William Courtland Prentice, a son of George D.
Prentice, the strongly Unionist
editor of the Louisville Journal.
Still another was First Lt. Greenberry Roberts, 19, described by
Duke as "gay, handsome and a
university favorite."
Duke had intended to cross the
Ohio River at a ford near Augusta
and approach Cincinnati, creating
an alarm which he hoped would
cause Union troops in the vicinity
of Walton, Ky., to be recalled to
defend the city. After suffering
such heavy losses at Augusta, Col.
Duke had to call off the project.

A GREAT PLAC

FOR GROWING
What a wonderful place Mid-America is for
fast-growing children.
Wonderful, because it's also fruitful for
growing industries that will provide children
with good jobs when they grow up.
That's a good reason why we spend time
and money helping industry to grow. We
advertise to attract new industries, and our
alert,hard-working Industrial Development
Department sells them on communities we
serve.
Each year about a hundred new industries locate along this railroad. They like
Mid-America and the kind of up-and-coming, low-cost transport the Illinois Central
provides.
Helping Mid-America grow is part of our
job. We believe this benefits everyone, including youngsters growing up all over
Mid-America.
WAYNE

A. JOHNSTON
President

1

ILLINOIS
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FOR INFORMATION:
Write J.S. FROST
Director of Industrial Development
135 fart ElmnIll Moos

Chicago 5, Illinois

CENTRAL11A

MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA
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Diary of Dotn's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
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We never seem to remember exact quotations, but
somewhere we've read something like "never let the
setting sun fall upon some deed undone." Last weekend we attended the Democratic Women's Club state
meeting in Lexington. Earlier we had an invitation to
attend the second annual Fall Festival at Shakertown,
near Harrodsburg. Last Friday the Shakertown Board
honored members of the Kentucky Press Association
and Governor Bert Combs and we decided to do everything we could to attend that reception in our capacity
as a newspaper editor. We did, and the sun did indeed
set that night on a deed we had wanted to accomplish
to feed our inquisitive mind.
Make no mistake about it.
Shakedown Community at Pleas- in the improvement of various
ant Hill will someday hold the types of livestock. They developnational tourist attraction as does ed one of the largest shorthorn
Williamsburg, Va. A dedicated farms in the United States and
group of men and women have were among the first to introduce
undertaken the monumental task the Berkshire hog and the Kakewell sheep into Kentucky.
of restoring the quaint Shaker
They had their own nurseries
Community with the funds received from private donations and planted such experimental
and memberships in the Friends crops as Chinese sugar cane. As
of Shakedown group. We had the early as 1822, they were pioneerpleasure of having as our guide ing in the development of a KenMrs. Floyd Wright who gave us tucky silk culture.
some extra information about the
If you see Kenneth Turner
restoration of the project.
walking around in some kind of
Last year was the first year
that the group opened the com- a daze he's entitled to it. This
week we are announcing that he
munity to the public. More than
2000 people attended the first is the new owner of WFUL and
open house at that time. Now in- then along comes his sun Kenterest in the development has be- neth who does us one b,.tter. To
come so keen that this year more the younger Turners was burn a
than 650 people per day stop to lovely, eight pound girl last Satvisit, browse around and learn urday at Hil!view Hospital. This
something of the simplicity and is the first grandchild for Kendiscipline of the life lived by the neth and Agnes and you just
Shakers. You'll be putting this know what that means. The
tremendous tourist attraction on young mother is the former Shelyour "must" list the very next ley Davis of Carmi, Illinois.
The only sad note to the week
time you are in Central Kentucky, so we'd like to give you is the fact that A-2C Turner is in
just a little bit of the background the United States Air Force Seof the history behind the Shaker curity Service stationed in Formosa. Young Ken graduated from
Community.
the Air Force Institute of Far
The Shaker village lies atop a
gently sloping plateau overlooking Eastern languages at Yale Unithe limestone pallisades of the versity and studied Mandarin
Kentucky River, 22 miles south- Chinese. If he has gotten the
west of Lexington and seven cable about his lovely young daughter we'll bet he's saying all
miles east of Harrodsburg.
kinds of things in Chinese wishThe town, which is surrounded ing he could speed the
time until
by meadows, woods and fields 'he can come home.
We're speedand is enclosed by 20 miles of ing the time for
him in good
rustic stone fence, was considered ole Americana.
by Shaker leaders at New Lebanon, N. Y., as the most beautiful
Bailey Binford is at home for a
of all the Shaker colonies.
few days between quarters of his
Not only was it one of the studies at the University
of Tenlargest, most successful and long- nessee Medical
School at Memlived communities of the scores of phis. You just
know Bob and
colonies that flourished more Louise are
glad to have their son
than a century ago, but today it home, even
if it is for a short,
is the most complete Shaker vilvisit.
lage remaining in America.
More than 22 buildings still are
Mrs. T. E. Murdaugh is having
standing including the houses, a happy
time this week-end with
meeting house, trustee's office,
welcome visits from two of her
work shops, barns and other farm
friends from Selmer, Tenn. Mrs.
buildings.
Z. B. Thompson and Mrs. W. A.
The Shakers probably were
Barksdale are enjoying Fulton's
most noted for their celibrate
hospitality as everybody does.
faith and for their religious
Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Maxdances and rituals. Couples who
well McDade had a good time,
were caught disobeying the celitoo, reminiscing about "the old
bacy injunction were "sent out
days." Ruby and Mrs. Thompson
into the world."
were high school classmates.
The Shakers developed a unique way of life characterized by
Mary Nelle Wright has gotten
order, industry, dedication to soher hands into printer's ink
cially useful manual labor, beagain. Ma ar Nelle, who originated
nevolence and concern for the
our Diet': of Doins column and
common welfare. Their culture
wrote it for many years, now is
was utilitarian in the extreme
editor of the Tella-Type, an inand found its truest expression in
formative newsletter for mema functional architecture and the
bers of the Fulton Woman's Club.
advancement of the agricultural
We were happy to get Number
and mechanical arts.
One. Volume One this week. The
They were carefnl and systeperiodical is written enthusiasticmatic farmers and led the state
ally and with a gay, informal
style and should do what it is
intended to do ... get more memcáo
bers interested and activein the
work of the Woman's Club.
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The Junior Music Club had a
lovely pot-luck supper meeting
Monday night at the home of
Mrs. C. D. Edwards. Five new
members — Teresa Pennington,
Treva Lou Hedge, Shirley Bard,
Christina McKinney and Tlelinda
Newton—were welcomed into the
club.
Plans were lightly touched for
the Christmas caroling and futore programs were discussed.
Instead of the regular November
meeting, Bob Anderson will present a concert open to the public.
Hedge, Mandel
Treva Lou
Brown and Jane Edwards were
on the program.
Eighteen Fulton golfers were
guests of the Murray Country
Club last week. Virginia Rogers
of Fulton and Betty Lowery of
Murray won medalist honors at
the Intercity Ladies Day meet.
Fulton ladies making the trip
included Virginia Rogers, Jewell
Myatt, Nell Newton, Zane Taylor, Cindy Hale, Jane Edwards,
Martha Hale, Betty Wade. Ethel
McDaniel, Alberta Green. Margaret Hall, Louise Binford. Ruby
'McDade, Martha Putnam. Maurine Treas, Margaret Homra,

Vivian
Smith.

Williamson,
r

and

Jane

Fultonians attending the Ole
Miss-Kentucky football genie in
Jackson, Mississippi Saturday included Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd,
Dr. and Mrs. Glynn Bushart, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Dr. and
Mrs. Ward Bushart Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Callcham and Mikie, Dr.
and Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilburn Holloway and Lynn
Holloway, Al Bushart, Bob Vowel!
and Bailey Binford.
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By Ridgeways In Belleville, Illinois Arnold-Robey Wedding Vows Art
Pledged At Walnut Grove Church

Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Ridgeway
of Belleville, Illinois, celebrated
their fiftieth Wedding Anniversary at their home Sunday with
a lovely Open House during the
afternoon hours.
• The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Ridgeway honored their parents
with a lovely dinner party in a
restaurant
dos ntown
Sunday
evening.
Four generations were
The Welfare Worhers Home
nresent
at
the
wer
They
dinner.
Demonstration Club rtet in the
lovely home of Mrs. Or Gold an Mr. and Mrs. Ridgeway, their
September 26 at 1:30 p. Tn. ' daughter, Mrs. Maurice 0. ShevelMrs. Roy Watts called the in of Evanston, Illinois, her
daughter,
, Mrs. Richard L. Mormeeting to order. Mrs. V.
Phillips led the groep in serg. kaia III of Des Plains,
Mrs. Karl Kimberlin and Ms
Thelma Golden s ng a special.
"It is No Secret."
Mrs. Box Elliott ea', I'.
votional and Mr Y.ar! Kite'
lin read the cluh e:reed. Rol! rail
Miss Linda Lou Neely 1
was answered with a favorite
teacher. Twelve members and ehter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Neely
of Martin and Larry Duane Dextwo visitors
present.
ter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cornell
Officers for me earning year A. Dexter of Fenton, Mich., were
were elected. They are a; folows: united in marriage Friday, Sept.
Mrs. Roy Watts, pres'dmt: Mrs
14. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
Bob Elliott, vice presirlent; Mrs.
at the Sandy Branch Primitiee
Guy Finch. secretary: Mrs. Rcy
Baptist Church.
Nabors, treasurer; Mrs. Frank
The Rev. Harvey Smith of
Parrish, reporter.
Dreaden officiated
Project leaders were Mrs. Hair Jerzy r• ',ling
of Howell.
ry Watts, reading. and Mr.:
T "Tich., orgarist. and Mrs. Baton
••.'
Phillips, crafts.
Spalding, vocalist, presented the
Recreation was given by Mrs. nuptial music.
Lon Watts. Mrs. Harry Watts
n in marriare by
The 'ride.
and Mrs. Frank Parrish were the
her father, was wearing a five
winners.
The club adjourned to meet "e-'-d net m et. satin floor length
with Mrs. Lan Watts October 24 gown. The fitted bodice of chanat 10:30. It will feature a pot- tilly lace over white satin featur,.d long tapering sl_eves that
luck luncheon at noon.
formed points over the wrists and
sabrina neckline. Her finger tip
BULLDOGS Ti :ATED
length illusion veil fell from a
Coach Cadrla7 treater' ti e f it - crown of sequins and pearls. She
ball boys to dinner at the a rby carried a heart shaped bouquet
Friady night before the Murray of white carnations and stephogame.
natis.

and her little son, Mich., ,
gan of Des Plains.
Other childr, n there were Mt,
Miss Nancy Arnold became
Thomas 0. Bigger of Tullahoma,
Tennessee, and Joe T. Ridgeway the. bride of Lout: F'. Robey in
Tueatay evening, September 18.
of Belleville.
Miss Arnold ja "le -daughter of
A highlight of the evening was
the cutting of the lovely tiered Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Arnold of
anno,er..ary cake which was a 147 Beaumont St., Martin, and
Mr.
the granddaughter of the
gift of the children..
•
and Mr:. Lee Arnold of NleConMrs. Mace McDade. the si aer n.il. and the late
r'r. ;ind. Mrs.
of Mrs. Ridgeway. and Mrs. lien - Jim Heathscott
of
don Wright of Fulton were
Ti nnessee.
among the guests. at the dinner
Mr. Robey is • O F!,f .of
party. They spent the we, k nd ia
and Mrs. Cecil Bola,. f lii
Martin. lie is the grandson of Mr.
--nd Mrs. Sank Harris and l\lr.
old Mrs. Ike
of I: ar Mar-

kiss Linda Lou Neely Larry Dexter
Wed In Ceremony At Sandy Branch

0.

The do•ih!,. - ro..; ceveinonv
, • o r;•'
o'Cif MAC Ly
,
-s Mary. Sue :aa , • ti in sis- Rev-Harold C. Craig. pasha-.
ter of the bride suave,: as ir id Walnut Grove Methochat Church.
ef honor. She wore a street lengto before the maniali ti' families and
dress of pale blue dare on and r!a.:e fri,!ids.
nelyster and carried a bauquet
and
Baskets of wr,ite
of white carnations and blue net. bridal grew:erv dec,irated the
Miss Deane Dexter, twin si .ter of altar and the traditianal fourtuenthe groom, was bridkaanael. Der - unit candelabra haling glowing
dress was identical to that of the white tapers completed the scene.
maid of honor. Little Dawn FishFor her wedding the bride wore
flow- a street length dress of white
Cr, niece of the groom . v
er girl. Her dress by the maid of lace, satin ,and chiffon. The budhonor,
ice was designed with a Capri
and
Sam Jackson rf Lan -ma Mie`t. neckline
quarter - length
sl:irt
was fully
igLin s,rved as best Mat:. Harold -leeves. The
Dexter of Fenton, Mich., brother gathered chiffon over satin. Her
of the groom, served as grooms- circntar shoulder-length veil of
man. Ushers were Keith Acker- white nylon tulle, was trimmed
son, brother-in-law of the groom, with tiny seed pearls and attendand Johnny Lee Simpson.
ed to a headpiece of lace and
For her daughter's wedding pearls. She wore short wrist length
Mrs. Ne,ly chose a light navy gloves of satin trimmed in lace
black acces- and pearls which came to Cal:a
crepe dress with
SOFiS ancithe groom's mother was welts on her hands. IL.r iii
it SVC Of pearl eara tired in a doir blue dress wi.th jewelry
zoet
e e. vie I a white
mm American rose hat and matchtopped
with a large white
log accessories. Both rriohers Bible
orchid.
ctre carnation corsages.

:VIES. Betty Gatewood, sist
of the bride, was the only :
tendant. She wore,a brovemblai
clustered dress designed alot
sheath lines. Beige accessories at
a corsage' of white carnations cor
pleted her ensemble.
attended t:
Jane s 110th
aroii is his best' r
Ai•nold chose. for h
wedding a black at
..vith black access.
a !ate
ie-11cr raraige was or white c.
!tole. inother 4t
wt.:a black f
*aril black a, e.a.sories. .11
..k'as also of white cars.

Mr(- 1..•

tan,
!noa, ay nae,wing the eet
trolly a reception was held in ti
v and Mrs Har.
Gryme,
,
, Street, Son
Fil!tori Mrs. C' mug ssat the hi
tess.
For the wedding trip, the bri.
wore a dark olive green print.
dress. Her accessories were gre
and the orchid from her Bit'.
.Was pitItIOd on her ...houlder.
Mr. Roby is a graduate of
tin High 'School, Martin. and a
tended the University of Term, see Martin Branch. where !
studied Business Administrati
and was a member of the ROT
Band. The bride a1,0 attend,
Martin- High Scho..il.
Upon return haat, their trip tl ceeale will reside !Il`:,r Martin.
NIENIPHIS PATIENT
7.11'S. Maiagie Estes has. been a,
nutted to the Bapti,A Hospital
Memphnc 11cr room number
457-M.

13 CHEVROLET BEL AIR STATION WAGON

13 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT SEDAN
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'13 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE

NOVII...G0 CHEVROLET
FOR ONE-STOP SHOPPING IN'63

ITS EXCITING!
NI CHEVY II NOVA 400 SPORT COUPE

This is about the best thing that's happened to buying cars since
Chevrolet started building them—four entirely different kinds of
cars to choose from at your Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping
Center. If you're a luxury-lover, you'll probably want to go no further
than those 13 plush new Jet-smooth '63 Chevrolets. Want to give your
budget an even bigger break? Step over and see what's new with those
10 nifty models of the '63 Chevy II. Or maybe you've been eyeing
sports-car caps, In which case have a go at a sporty new '63 Corvair
(8 of them, including three snazzy bucket-seat Monzas and those big
Greenbrier Sports Wagons). There's even something for the all-out
sports-car set—the daring Corvette Sting Ray. Picking a new car has
never been easier.(Unless you'd like to own them all!)

CHEVY II NOVA AN STATION WAGON

NEW CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT

cowl

'I3 CORVAIR MONZA CONVERTIBLE

It's Chevy Showthne '63I—See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Dealer's Showro,

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
104 East Fourth Street

BQICK,

DID YOU KNOW
processes is involved. The Gen-? DID YOU KNOW ...
eral Inspection Bureau conducts
that the Kentucky Division of
that the Division of Fire Prevena continuous inspection of all
tion's Engineering Bureau must buildings not inspected by the Fire Prevention constantly assists
small but deserving fire departinspect all institutions, hotels, and Engineering Bureau.
ments throughout the state to get
businesses where the manufacture
the equipment and materials they
or use of hazardous materials or
Support The Ballde-s!!
need? If you are , interested in

having their help with-your local
BEEKEEPER!
Page 4
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fire prevention or fire fighting
Gene Cannon, South Fulton
program, contact Major H. L.
High
GOOD INVENTOR!
School student, will appear gave at
Foster, Division of Fire Preventhe County l' .eepers
; on the program of the State Bee- Field
Boil, Frankfort, Kentur
Day this summer.
The first telegraph ticker wruch
keepers Convention October 5
vented by David Edward Hughes
I and 6. He will give a demonstrasuccessfully printed type was inSupport The Red Devils!!
tion on "Pollination" which he
The News Is The Newsiest!
of Louisville.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATUREL 3EEF,

•
CENTER CUT ROUND

SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG IMMATURE BEEF—NOT
RANGE-FED BEEF SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY MATURED
GRAIN-FED BEEF—ONE HIGH QUALITY. NO CONFUSION—
ONE PRICE AS ADVERTISED.
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OF QUALITY
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SUPER RIGHT BEEF

Chuck Roast

(Blade)

C

Lb.

Cut

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
6 to 22
)

Turkeys(

11
111

Lb.

Lbs•

• JANE PARKER ENRICHED

White Bread

II

JANE PARKER

3
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WITH COUPON BELOW
AP.Moneriettile COUPON

.41

MILD AND MELLOW

Eight O'Clock Coffee
.rei

LB.

.3 BAG ONLY 1 39

THIS

WITHCOUPON

GOOD THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 0
One Per FamIly—Adults Only

COMO

•

Sirloin
1-Bone

CHOICE
CUT.•,•••••-••'0"117W111111.....1.11.11.1111M
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I Cherry Pie(
LB.
BAG

2Loa/es
11
/
4-Lb

Ea.
)

USDA INSPECTED

s

OR

CUT-UP—SPLIT
QUARTERED

PORTERHOUSE..Lb.

WHOLE
POUND

: FR
_ YERS
:BANANAS T07,1, GRAPES
10c
:POTATOES
25 69c
Folger's
TOMATO $JU
2 ICE2
Instant Coffee
I

n••••••••••••••

-
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U. S. No. 1

Lb.

White

Cobblers

.
1 1
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Lb. 99'
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Bag

-•

(Case of 12

4

7

46 OZ.
CANS

Iona

Peaches
45
c
FY MARGARIN E • . . 6Pkgs. 97c
Maxwell House
63c
Reynolds Wrap
BREEZE ".-0°: 83( MIXES
39c JELL-0
2 19c
Joy
(
Case of 24)

29_0z.

5.19

Cons

Sliced or

H alves ••••••••----"•-•

For the Woo ot the regvlar

pacI,age of 48 Ow Own tle
plus In MOM you got
a. tra Dam

YOU
PAY
ONLY

COFFEE

Lb. 145

(Save 2c).....

Can

Heavy
Duty

GIANT SIZE

BETTY CROCKER LAYER CAKE

Slant
14.b. 24-Oz.
A-Oz.
Pk.

C)eterge"

PO oz
Elox

Large
/I ti
Detergent......
Box

Mazola
Margarine
Corn

Puffin
Biscuits
L
A nt
iv a 10 47
Cans

OH

Lb. 39
°

Lipton's
Instant Tea
... 83°

18"x25
Roll

Pkgs.

55g
78
‘
29g
31

Ivory
Soap
- B. 41°
6

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 6

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

Zest Soap

Pers

SUM

JAR

PUDDINGS AND PIE FILLINGS

WHITE, YELLOW OR DEVILS FOOD
Nok.

Liquid 822:89g 63g Premium Duz
Oxydolm,
142°0.33c Dash
Tide
32ft Spic & Span
Blue Cheer
33g Comet Cleanser 2

io_oz. $1144

Ivory
Snow

GOOD WO( •

Dreft

onal
BATH SIZE
I
DETERGENTI

2... 41, 1

nikoz.
Largesox

34,

Lazo. 3

3
:
1

Pkg.

Margarine

f

Save
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I-Lb

I

20

I

Ctn

,)

25c
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Steamer Avalon Gets A New Name, But It's Old Timer For Pleasure
Louisville, historic Falls City of
the Ohio River and metropolitan
center of Kentucky, is acknowledging anew her birth as a river
port by the purchase and refurbishing of an old-timer of the
river, the Steamboat Avalon, now
christened the Belle of Louisville.
The 48-year-old sternwheeler
was actually purchased by Jefferson County, when County Judge
Marlow Cook this summer submitted a high bid of $34,000 at an
auction in Cincinnati. Louisville
Mayor William 0. Cowger has
pledged some 620,000 in City funds
to make the Avalon mechanically
sound and to improve its somewhat battered appearance. Repair
work is now under way. This fail
and winter, the steamer will probably be open to the public with
full-scale activities on the Ohio
scheduled to begin next spring.
To recapture the aura of showboats and dandies, Louisville's

chapter of the American Institute
of Decorators is studying the decor of turn-of-the-century steamboats and will make recommendations on redecorating the Avalon.
A new name for the river-ready,
redecorated Avalon has also been
selected—the Belle of Louisville.
Louisville's birth at the Falls of
the Ohio suggests several roles
for the steamboat. Until 10 years
ago. Louisville school children
were treated to an annual river
boat cruise, highlighted by passing through U. S. Lock and Dam
41. A similar trip would display
Louisville's river-front possibilities to industrial prospects. The
sternwheeler cuald also serve as a
floating convention hall for local
and national groups.
Whatever role the oldtimer will
play, it probably won't be a new
one.
The sternwheeler was built in
1914 at Pittsburgh and christened
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"bestest and the loude •"
The original calliope was not included when Jefferson County
bought the Avalon last year. But
recently a Louisville businessman
donated a new instrument for the

Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer is our best
testimonial. That is why we give
you fast, efficient, technical 'service and low rates on TV repairs.
It all adds-up to saving you
money!
ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Roper Television
BY NEXT SPRING the 48-year old steamer Avalon will once again pour smoke
and calliope music over the Louisville
waterfront, following the example of dos-,
ens of steamers which once docked at
Louisville each week. Louisville and Jefferson County have undertaken the proj-

99(

b

I

the Idlewild. It was operated as
a ferry at Memphis for many
years. New owners converted it to
an excursion boat in 1930. As a
pleasure craft the sternwheeler
was manned by a crew of 22 and
carried a maximum of 1,370 passengers. In 1948 the name was
changed to the Avalon. Until last
year, her home port was Cincinnati.

(;11

10

11111811111S11 •I WSas • MIMI• SUM OM SO Mt.ROI USN

69c

SUPPORT THE BULLDOGS

Call Us To Save

30E

b.

sternwheeler, guaranteeing suitable musical accompaniment when'
she churns ahead full steam next
spring.

ect of repairing and refurbishing the welltraveled sternwheeler, purchased by the
Comity at auction earlier this year. 'Here
the river veteran (foreground) is pictured
at the Louisville wharf with the famed
Delta Queen, only steamer still offering
overnight accommodations.

of 1812, the first steamboat, the
Orleans, ted up at the same
wharf. In 1830 the barrier presented by the Falls of the Ohio
was eliminated by the opening of
the Portland Canal. Within a few
years, showboats were on the
scene, bringing melodramas and
back-yard vesions of Shakespearean dramas. Louisville's Coast
Guard station was established in
Just how the Belle of Louisville 1881 to rescue small boats caught
will operate in Louisville is large- in the rapids and is the only inly in the hands of an advisory land station still operatet: in the
committee set up by Judge Cook.
On the committee is Mrs. RaySteamboats have all but dismond E. Montgomery whose father, the late Henry Meyer, operat- appeared from tin latioN's rivers
ed the boat as the Idlewild from but the Ohio has at least continued as a bt.sy mover of
1928 to 1947.
freight. Tonnage on the Ohio durBefore the appearance of steam ing 1960 totaled 79,477,596, comengines and long before today's pared with 59,258,219 tons on the
diesel-powered barges, keel-boats Panama Canal during the same
carried passengers and goods in year. Of the Ohio River tonnage,
and out of Louisville. The first of 5,816,999 tons passed through the
these docked in June 1800, with a Port of Louisville.
cargo of 720 barrels of flour from
The Delta Queen, operating on
Pennsylvania. Just before the War

the Mississippi River system including the Ohio, is probably the
only remnant of America's romantic packet boats. Only last
year the Avalon and the Delta
Queen blasted out in a calliope
duet which recalled the famous
steamboat races of Louisville's
earlier days. The calliope battle
ended in a tie when witnesses
could declare neither calliope the

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial

Phone 58

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

Main Street

Mr. Floyd
Dedmon
our fieldman
is at your service to visit
you, take soil samples for.
testing — also fertilizer
needs for More Efficient
Production on your farm.
FOR correct blend or
any
other problems pers'
Mr. Dedmon at
call
fertilization,
taining to soil

JOE C. POWELL
LIME &FERTILIZER
Phone TU5-0311 in Union City, Tenn.
or phone 322 in Fulton
We invite you to consult Mr. Dedmon for the correct use of
Rock Row Phos• Liquid or Dry Fertilizer
" Anhydrous
phates " Agricultural Lime or
All of which wa_stock and can
Ammonia
supply you with at any time.

Here's what the other '63's wish they looked like.

Fee

II

Today—Wide-Track Pontiac '63

)LUCK •

porine

"b 250
Ctn

Obvious, isn't It, that 1Pontiat's come up with another

too, and a full line of Trophy V•S's. [That ought to be

brakes. So what, pray tell, could be keeping you front a

beauty this year. Fresh over-and-under headlights, clean

enough to make those other cars turn green.) And we

new Pontiac of your own? A small suggestion. Don't run

haven't mentioned such happy touches as sell-adjusting

down to see one. Gallop!

prellir-bot imIt_sa see that There's a
-

--

wider Wide-Track,

SEE THE CAR THAT'S EVEN NICER THAN THE '62 PONTIAC AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER'S TODAY

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 West State Line

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 3C
-j
•

Wide-Track Pontiaa
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HOSPITAL NEWS

TURNERS-

letters To Editor

(Continued from page one)
NOTEBOOKMr. Turner is on stranger
(continued from pace ones
to radio, nor to this area. He en- This past weekend, while all
The follon jig persons wire
field in 1937, eyes focused on the state of Misin bold, clear print. They know,
Fulton Hos- tered the radio
three
the
in
patients
I am sure, how deeply we are ingraduating from the National sissippi, history was indeed being
Wednesday afternoon:
on
pitals
debted to them.'
Radio Institute in 1939. He taught made. Americans fighting Ameriradio with the U. S. Army during cans, bloodshed, and a grand
FULTON HOSPITAL
There is not enough type, nor
the war years and has since serv- finale that should please some
; paper in the shop, to enumerate Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3; ed as engineer,, program director Americans. "Death". Countless
McWill
firs.
Hicks,
Bessie
Mrs.
and manager for radio stations in thousands shouting, "stay in there
Mary Elaine Butler. datighter I the names of the people to who
Dade, Mrs. Benny Colley, Mrs. J. Mayfield. Murray. Corbin and
of Mr. and Mrs. II. G. Butler f ; we shall be everlastingly grateful.
Barnett, or go get-im, Kennedy".
Boyd,
Ella
Mrs.
Elledge,
W.
Fulton, Kentucky. He has held a Rioting young men, our citizens
Fulton. Route 3. has been nomin-; Advertisers, civic leaders and the
Guy
Crutchfield.
Mrs.
Richard
unseen
of
hundreds
First Class license as Engineer of tomorrow, throwing bottles,
ated a.: a candidate for Texas! hundreds and
Margaret Tate, J. H. Ho- since 1944.
Aggie "Sweetheart" of 1962-63 for; friends whose letters of appre- Irby,
lead pipes, bricks, etc. at Federal
Fulall
of
King.
Carl
Mrs.
gan,
when
came
we
ciation
always
In addition to his 'broad ex- marshals. Federal troops retaliatthe Texas Agricultural and MechClinton;
Williams,
B.
W.
Mrs.
ton;
the
among
most,
are
needed them
perience in the field of radio, Mr. ing, tear gas, bayonettes, gunfire,
anical College at Bryon. Texas.
many ,%;•hti deserve our thanks. Randall Laird. Water Valley; Turtire also has an LL.B degree clubs and rifle !atlas, these are
She is a senior at Texas Wo-I
William Clark. Wingo Route 1; in Law and has been a licensed
our citizens of today.
University and was one of I
WFUI. has Mrs. M. J. Tyson. John Asbell, minister of the Methedist Church Mississippi
claims
candidates neminated for the' The operation of
victory,
been a completely rewarding and both of Fulton Route 4; Mrs. A. fel- the past ten years. Mrs. Turn- Washington.seems pacified,
yet
•nar fr im that school.
challenging experience. We made G. Campbell. Hickman, Route 4; er. is-the daughter of Paul Green.in their wake
. . . death! The
bet too
of the some friends and we lost some. Mrs. Guy Yates, Water Valley of Dublin, Ky. They were marThe final
sayeeiheart yill he made by the But we shall think of them not as Route 2; Ben Henderson, Jeff ried in 1939 and have two chil- grim truth to the whole tragic
of: jou., of the military academy our enemies, but as people with Grissom, both of Fulton Route 5; dren. Kenneth Junior, 21, is in story is that both the state and
failed
of Texas A & M and the class whom we shared honest disagree- Fronie Giffin. Mrs. Inez Foster, the Security Service of the U. S. the government' have
officers of the civilian student ments. I shall not disassociate Carl Stroud ,all of Crutchfield; Air Force in Formosa. Betty miserably. The winner is our
deadliest enemy, "Communism."
body
myself entirely from the broad- Thomas Hart, South Fulton; Mr. Joyce, 15, is a sophomore at The state
failed when it first
and Mrs. Claude Stetzer, St. Fulton High Scheol..They have
wonderful
relaIn
cast
the
field.
Miss Butler is a member of the
sought to disobey the government.
Petersburg, Florida; Mrs. Jim one grand-daughter.
the
between
tionship
exists
that
Association,
National Edircation
The government failed when it
Holcombe, Hickman; James E.
Radio Station WFUL went on flexed its
Texas State Teachers Association, Turners and the Westphelings Hicks, Fulton Route 1; Mrs. James
mighty muscles on its
to
use
open
always
door
corpor1951.
is
the
in
The
the
July
air
Student Education Association,
own people. Communism won,
Myatt, Clinton Route 4.
whenever
operate
at-WFUL
station
ation
airwaves
to
the
was
the
and the National Nursery School
again, when Americans lowered
formed by a group of local busi- themselves
Education Association. She has needed in the best interest of
to the Communist
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
•
nessmen and women. Mr. and level of
d developing the
been president of the Child De- promoting
hating and fighting
Paul Puckett. Dukedom; Mrs. Mrs. Westpheling were charter
velopment and Nursery F.ducation welfare of the twin cities.
Americans,
Robert Gattis and baby, Mrs. stockholders. In 1955 the majori- among themselves.
Club and ig a member -of the
running, screaming, fighting, even
And so again thank -you for Ancil Hall, Jerry Kell,-Mrs. Susie ty of the stock held by the local -lying, here in
TWU Home Economics Club. '
America. Gone and
yeur wonderful forbearance and Hillman, W. D. Greer, Vestal stockholders was sold to Warren forgotten our
-code, "United we
She was the - deleeare of the, understanding of my role as a Coltharm Mrs. Bernice Long, Mrs. Moxley of Blytheville, Ark. In stand,
divided we fall!" How low
TWIT Child Development Club to: broadcaster. If the Turners get .Toe- Graves and baby. Ed Neeley, November 1955, the Westphelings is the
prestige of the American
the T•xas State Thyme Economic! just half, and I am sure they will Mrs. Kenneth Turner and baby, purchased the controlling interest
government?
The prestige that
Celleee Clubs convention held in get ,much more, of the coopera- Fred Whitehead. Mrs. Ralph Dale in the corporation from Mr. Moxcaused
our men to fight and die
Austin. Texas. at the University tion you gave to Us, they too Hardy and baby, Billy Joe Morris, ley. Mrs. Westpheling assumed for
in
Japan
and Germany during
of Texas. She has also been a; will always look upon their Clarence Johnson. Occie -Tharpe, the general management .of the
World War Two.
member of the Texas Women's' broadcasting endeavor with the Constance Rogers, all of Fulton; station in June 1956.
And
while
this ungodly bedlam
Mrs. Tennie Mc0uortere Mary
University's Lass-O-Band and the same pleasure that we have.
The sale of the station is subHammond, Mrs. Bill Boyd, all of ject to the approval of the Federal was taking place in Mississippi,
University Choir.
Wood Communications Commission in Kruschev was very jubliant. Ships
Willie Jones,
Clinton;
from Russia were preparing to
She is majoring
In Child
River, Illinois; Mrs. H. B. Stuart, Washington.
ship more men and war like supGrowth, Development and NurWingo Route 1; Cordelia Palm,
plies to Cuba. The eyes of the
sery 'Education with her minors
Hickman.
world were on Mississippi and
in education and sociology.
temporarily off Cuba. America
JONES HOSPITAL
fell for a cleverly baited trap and
Mrs. Vorce Brame.
Donna
HELLO WORLD!
the Castro Regime is the proud
Fields, both of Water Valley;
recipient of more Russian supAvon French, W. A. Bethel, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dale Hardy
I he Fulton County Association- Jim Etheridge, John Worley.
plies.
if Fulton are the proud parents al Woman's Missionary
Society Mrs. A. M. Robertson, Mrs. Annie
Kruschev has stated that Comof a baby boy born at Hillview will meet at the First
Baptist Gutherie. all of Fulton; A. L.
munism will whip the world.
Hospital on Wednesday. October Church in Fulton
on October 8,' Grogan. Mayfield; Mrs. E. E. • Prize winners at the Grand America has
one half of Korea
3. at 1:15 p. m The baby weighed ;it 7:30
Tn.
Shanklin, Roscoe Shanklin, both Opening of the Singer Sewing one half of Berlin. . . . one half
8 pounds and 10 ounces.
Guest speaker will be Mrs. of Dresden.
Center were announced earlier at Cuba? Will our children actualIlugo Culpepper of Louisville,
this week.
ly grow up under Communism?
READ OUR ADS
State WMS Dieector.
Mrs. Hattie Lovelace was the Kruschev says they will. And
ACCIDENT VICTIM
the
Mrs. Ella Boyd, Holmes Street, winner of a portable sewing ma- way that the American people
was injured in an automobile ac- chine. Other winners were Mrs are dividing themselves, killing
cident near the City Park en- Jerry Hawks, coffee table; Miss each other, it might happen.
trance early Sunday afternoon. Jackie Brundige. coffee _ table
We have a government, "Of
She is a patient in Western Bap- Mrs. B. A. Ross, ladies hat.
the 'people, for the people, by the
tist Hospital in Paducah, sufferpeople." We %have God on our
ing from a fractured ankle.
side. If the officials of the States.
READ OUR ADS
and the Government will, in the
•
spirit of prayer, work together,
then America will once again
reftn its prestige and be recognalil as the Great land that. it is.
(A)
But if we continue to fight among
ourselves, then we have no right
in Berlin, Cuba, or any other
country where they are fighting
just like we are doing. To regain
our prestige, to be strong and respected we must, quote-"Let
brotherly love continue,"
Hebrews 13:1.
Willis H. Hicks

Elaine Butler _
Candidate For
P&M Sweetheart

Associational
Society Meet
To Be Here

Winners Announced
At Grand Opening
Of Singer Center

Add a
phone...

42

Fai two
keep snug-as a
snow-bunny in
Bulky Orlon Cardigans
by

e

add a lot to living

"Bulkys"as you like them: long and luxurious
... with the fabulous fit and fashion colors that
Bradley sweaters are tfamous for.

A phone in your kitchen works hard
where you work hardest! It's on
the spot for making calls, taking
calls, saving steps and time. All that adds
up to a lot of easier living for you! Call
your telephone business office or ask any
telephone serviceman for details on pretty
colors and the very modest price.

(A) Pebbly Empire Stitched Cardigan with ribbed
Johnny collar.
(B) Tweedy collarless cardigan with ribbed band
'round the yoke.
Many Colors and Styles

S6.95 TO $12.95

Ril.WealzA'Sani4
Lake Street

Fulton

Southern Bell
U

(Continued from page one)
Nichols and Teresa. This we enojyed very much. Then, it was
on to Canada and Quebec City.
The historic City of Quebec is
the most beautiful, the most unusual and the most interesting
city we have ever visited. There,
we hired a guide-a high school
teacher-to take us over the city
and show us the points of interest. The town is built on three
levels- and the old part of the city
is walled in. Some of the streets
we passed through were so narrow, I thought the sides of my
car would be crushed in.
Among the many points of interest we visited in Canada, was
a reconstructed pioneer town,
similar to Williamsburg, Va. We
had planned to go on to Nova
Scotia, the home of Evangeline,
but changed our plans.
From Canada we drove to the
state of Maine, on down through
the other New England states, including New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Delaware, states we
had not been in previously.
Everywhere we went we found
the countryside beautiful, many
historical places to see and the
people very friendLv.
In New York, we would have
loved to visit with our friends.
Winnie. and Tom Cataldo and
their children, but traffic and
time prevented me from driving
out to their Long Island .home.
I dropped them a postcaltd, instead.
From New York we htjaded for
Richmond and the colonial city of
Williamsburg, Va. Then, to
Grundy, Va. to see my cousin,
Dorothy Bailey. (We always have

4-H And FFA
Cattle Shows
Scheduled

SI
5.

Frankfort, Oct. - This year's .•li
series of 4-H and F. F. A. beef
shows and sales is now under
way, State Agriculture Commissioner Emerson Beauchamp has
*.
announced.
Show sites and dates are:
Owensboro, Oct. 6, 10; Murray.
Oct. 8, 11; Maysville, Oct. 11; Lexington, Oct. 31-Nov. 2; Hopkinsville, Nov. 9 (4-H and N. F. A.)
The shows at Owensboro and
Murray will also have carcass con
tests.

A FALL SPECIAL!
"Zda

500 Dresses
VALUES TO $12.98

$3.98
• Famous makes including Pat Perkins,
Mynette, Bill Sims and others!
* Jerseys, Cottons, in daytime and
dress-up styles!
" Sizes 5 to 24 1-2: Juniors, Misses
and half-sizes!'
" Hurry in today! We have a big,
wonderful selection waiting!

1 RACK OF SUITS ... $5.00
THE LEADER STORE
Lake Street

(Nr
S

Fulton

LE

$24.95-$29.95Ladies Coals$19.95
$34.95 Ladies Coals . . $25.00
$6.98 Ladies Fall Dresses $5:0O
$2.98 Ladies Wool Skirts $1.98
49c Ladies Panties 3 pairs $1.00
$1.49 Ladies Rayon Slips $1.00

"NNW

-

a wonderful time when we visit
Dot and her family.) We also
visited many historical places in
Virginia, including where Lee
surrendered to Grant at the close
of the Civil War.
The next stops on our schedule
were Ashville, N. C., and South
Carolina, two other states we
hadn't previously visited, then, on
to the Smokey Mountains and
Gatinburg, Tenn.
When we arrived home Satur-,
day afternoon, after completing
the four-thousand mile trip, we
felt as if we had been around the
world. In fact, I felt a little like
mother, who said after someone
had asked where we had been,
"I'm a little embarrassed to tell
people we have been so many
places in just two weeks!"
But, now we only have five
more states to go and then we
will have visited them all! -

°UEDA JEWELL-

1.

Specializing in Womens, Childrens and Infant Wear
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Hurry - Hurry - Hurry! Lots of FREE Prizes ... Come
Yours! Big Anniversary Sale . . Now!
U.S.D.A.

This year's
F. A. beef
now under
ire Commisitchamp has

Ge

GRADE A

as are:

10; Murray,
)ct. 11; Lex2; HopkinsN. F. A.)
ansbcrro and
carcass con

Whole
hi \ 1 \Kt'
HOT DAILY
BAR B-Q
PORK RIBS
CHICKEN

FREE

MUTTON

ICE COLD
LEMONADE!
Made In The Shade And
Stirred With A Spade.

CI4ICKEN I CATFISH. . .Lb. 79c

L

BY TWE PIL•L::::!
BREAOTO..±1!... 594
LEGg
"'•
494
TY
lod :9

BEEF

AL-CKS

La

334
:
1 1!'
.... 104

BACKS

L6
'

1944

-

PIG FEET 1-,3 icY
PIG EARS LB 194
PIG SNOOTS Ls IcP
PIG TAILS 19*
PIG MAWS LB. 19
NICK BONE LB. 194

Dairy Brand
Lb. Crt.

BUTTER

LB'

N1BE
I
NICORN

$5.00

VI- %l.

59c

1

CUTLETS . . Lb. 69c

LIV
‘K ER Tender Lb. 29c

SAUSAGE
I 3 Lbs. S1,00

STEAKETTES Lb. 79c

JOWL BACON 3 Lbs.$1.00

LOAF CHEESE

MISS LIBERTY

VELVEETA

2 Lbs. 79c

- ROLLS. . . Pkg. 25c

NII,
s DIXIE

MIT,K

111ES TI1111 1 I I.

3 Cans ,

39c

POTATO CHIPS Lb. 59c

I It,

NIBEETS

PEANUT BUTTER 99c

CORN 2-12 oz. Cans 35c

CA N

TIDE OR

ANTI-FREEZE Gal. $1.45

CHEER Large Pkg. 29c

2- 12 oz. 35c

Pr

HOT POPCORN AND
ROASTED PEANUTS

ALICE
S vs. GAL.

1111111/

CANI MLLE TOMATO

ALASKAN

Lb. Can 57c

SALMON

FREE

hbk.

h

BOLOGNA ... Lb. 29c

DELICIOUS

allon

STEAKS . . . Lb. 79c

KELLY'S POTTED

MEAT

Toys For The Children

1.4 Fl 1 Y S

Bring 'Ern Along For The Big Fun Time!

%ROO

11 1 III .1:

Can 10c

1XWELL HOUSE INSTANT

10 Cans $1.00

CHILI

SOUP
M
COFFEE

4 Cans $1.00

•

S WIFT S

10 oz. $1.19

SHIM 111)

1 t 1 11 1 1.1,

PORK & BEANS _ 12 Cans $1.00

MACKERAL

SACRAMENTO

CATSUP

_ 5 Bottles $1.00

PEACHES 5 - 21-2 Cans S1.00
CHOP HAM
12 oz. 39c

PEACHES 4 - 21-2 Cans $1.00

RAISINS

'••••,
BIRD S EYE

4.*,,;ketN•
*

FROZEN
FOODS

1)
4
'
1

41

•

: 44
**It. 4.
*•

LOOK

o ** o"fr
** *
t
44*

ORANGE JUICE

3 For $1.00
FIKO
A

SARDINES _ _____ Can 10c

SHORTENING _ _

REELFOOT PURE

SACRAMENTO

4 Lbs. 59c

6 Cans 79c

41.\4:1- MAESTRI'S

SPAGHETTI _ _ Serves 4 S1.59
HENDERSON

3 Lb. 59c

COCKTAIL 5 - 303 Cans $1.00

BANANAS

ICE CREAM And
CAKE!

ACRES OF FREE PARKING...

SUGAR __ _ _
10 Lbs._ 89c
1.111,811w
FLOUR 25 Lb. Bag - $1.49

GOLDEN RIPE
LB.

10c

RED

POTATOES 25 Lbs.

AND ICE COLD
R.C. COLA, Too!
.

a% ,-. • x:
'
0 1
...• 1 •
•

FREE CHESTY POTATO CHIPS

_ _ Can 10c

SWISS PIES

PIES

2 Lbs. 49c

SEALDSWLET

AMERICAN OIL

LARD

EVERYBODY
WELCOME!

LEMONADE

5 Cans S1.00

NI1 4114

•

FREE DELICIOUS
HOT BAR-B-0.
.._
LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER FOR THE BIG "LIVE 1
FREE FOR A MONTH CONTEST"

79c

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. OCT. 6
OPEN 8 AM. TO 9 PM. 7 DAYS A WEEK
EVERYBODY'S GOING

TO SHOP AT

PIGGLY
WIGGLY
IN SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

Fulgham Graduate
Named Head Of
UK Ag. Department

Sandra Cash, Homecoming Queen,
Crowned In Colorful Ceremonies

Dr. William A. Sexy, a graduate of Fulgham High School in
Hickman County, was named dean
of the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics at the Univer• city of Kentucky.

Rotary Seeks Patients
For Memphis Hospital

Page 8

TOM KIRKPATRICK. bls game
Renter add owner of the Tom
Kirkpatrick Cattle Company at
Bradshaw, Nebraska,.says,

118,00. The hospital has complete
facilities for x-ray, cast service,
brace shop and physical therapy.
nual drive to raise money for their These facilities are maintained by
He has been acting dean since
contribution to the Hospital for the contributions of the Rotary
February. 1961. He succeeds Dr.
Crippled Adults, Memphis, Ten- Clubs of 10 Rotary Districts comFrank J. Welch, who resigned in
nessee, it was announced today by prising the Mid-South surroundJu9e to become a vice-president
Harry W. Roberts, Jr. of Clinton, ing Memphis, Tennessee, which
of the Tobacco Institute.
Kentucky, a director of the Hos- have a total investment of over a
pital. In making his report to the quarter of a million dollars in the
clubs Mr. Roberts pointed out that facilities as presently operated.
for the years 1960-1962, 28 patiMr. Roberts said that Rotarians
Highlighting • the colorful pre- field, the band played a medley ents
received medical and surgi- in the District
are constantly in
game ceremonies ,at
Memorial of songs. The
Queen
and her cal services, free of charge at the
search for new patients however
Stadium on Homecoming night court were escorte
d across the hospital with a total number of
there are many who are eligible
was the coronation
of a petite, field by the football team.
152 hospital days.
and who could be helped by the
brown-haired sophomore as the
The Queen and h r attendants
The Rotarians in the clubs of treatment and services
1962 Fulton High Homecoming
available
were dressed in blue. The crown Clinton, Fulton, Paduca
h, Benton, that do not know of the hospital.
Football Queen.
bearer was little Suzanne Byars, Mayfield
Therefore, the present program
and
Murray
have
Miss Sandra Cash, daughter of daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pete joined with the Rotary Clubs
of of the Rotary Clubs of the DisMr. and Mrs. W. Z. Cash, was Byars.
the Mid-South in supporting the trict, is not so much a fund
raiscrowned by halfback Tommy PowThe,fourth straight victory for 56 bed hospital operate
d for free ing campaign as it is a campaign
ell, a senior and captain of the the Bulldog
s followed. The Big orthopedic treatment to
to find patients to accept the
the
phyBulldog team.
Blue rolled over Providence 54-13. sically handica
TO HELP PROTECT
pped persons over treatment
The ceremonies followed a pa21 years of age. The hospital was
THE "PRIME OF LIFE" rade
through the downtown area.
started in 1923 and since that time
You'se been hoping for a forThe Fulton High Marching Band
has physically rehabilitated thousmula like this — with extra poand the majorettes led the parade.
ands
of men and women enabling
tency to support a positive sense
The FHS cheerleaders, the three
them to become self-sustaining
of well-being and mental alertattendants, and the Queen followness. It provides important lipoand in many cases capable of cared in convertibles.
tropes, as well as the more cons.
ing for their dependents. Not one
The next time you eat in the
pieta vitamin-mineral protection
The attendants were Miss Cathy
penny has ever been spent for any cafeteria, why
don't you peep in
desirable for the mature adult.
Campbell, Miss Darlene Roberts,
doctor services rendered and yet the window and
see the new conand Miss Carole Pigue.
the hospital is staffed by the most veniences which
have been adTwenty
compete
-one
boys
nt
and
orthopedic surgeons in ded?
three leadAs the automobiles rounded the
ers from Boy Scout Troop 43 of the world. The hospital is an outThere is a new General Electric
Fulton made their second trip this growth of a suggestion of
Dr. Wil- All-Purpose oven,
which stands
RUP
TUR
year to Shiloh Military Park.
E
lis
Campbe
ll
of the Campbell twenty4:
1
:Pre
e
three inches
from
I The New Sensational Invention
the
The boys were divided into two Clinic of Memphis, Tenness
ee, to floor. Back-bending
Sutherland's -MD" Trees
drudgery has
groups—those making the trip for the Memphis Rotary Club
that if been eliminated because
of its
No Odors
the first time and those returning they would provide the facilities
convenient height Also, a new
fiffor their second look at the park. that his Clinic would furnish
City Drug Co., Fulton
the teen-foot freezer is one
of the adThe troop left Fulton at 8 a. m. medical staff for the
No Belts — No Straps —
treatment of ded appliances.
408 Lake Phones 70-428
Mrs.
The Rotary Clubs in the Jackson Purchase Territory of Kentucky are now preparing their an-

Scout Troop 43
Makes Journey
To Shiloh Park
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"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

The Greatest American Whiskey

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON,
911
& 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND
DISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY
CO., LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KY.

•

NEW CAR 4'
FINANCING

COSTS LESS
with a

PRODUCTION
CREDIT CAR
LOAN for
FARMERS

capsules

•

CITY DRUG CO.

We are in the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimso
n,
Kenland. Ladino and white clovers, grasses,
etc.
JUST IN! PLANT THEM NOW!
Fall Shipment of Bulbs from Holland
Hyacinth—Tulips—Iris—Daffodil—Narcissus

AC.ktc7fld Sons
East State Line

"

Phone 202 - 602

Jones.
Leaders accompanying the

boys
were: Dr. J. L. Jones, Glenn Venek laserr and Stanley Jones.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
11-HouR RESTAURANT
Mayfield, ky.
GOOD Fool) qh:RVED
AROUND THE CLOCK
Where The. Traveler
Stops Es ery Time'
(leo. Brrnd
owner

Use PCA financing for that new car, tractor or other
farm equipment. It will cost you less to use the
money, which is a definite advantage for farmers.
Your interest charge is figured at 6% simple interest.
Use this former-owned PCA LOAN SERVICE ... for
FARMERS.

Probably one of the
things
which have attracted the
most attention is the new silverw
are dispenser.

Use PRODUCTION CREDIT financing for: a NEW CAR,
TRUCK, TRACTOR or any other needed production
equipment. Use PRODUCTION CREDIT for farm machinery, new dairy equipment, bulk milk tanks and
many other form production supplies. Up to 7 years
to repay on certain type loans. •

TV REPAIR

JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field OfC. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2506

BARD
Co. Field Ofc Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161
WARREN

Ifickman

•

1 Special Offer Limited Time Only ;

Sit QP OFF
per bushel on

Southern States

HYBRIDS

yert/iireteaseres;;;;;;;

ilicr,t order now and take
CsAverir by April 30, 1963

x•l‘",‘
9 1051, FAIN ANIS—
THE HOT KW MIDDLEWEIGHT,

o deposit required...Don't delay

Stufboost your yields!
• Double-tested for germination
• Double-treated against disease
• Covered by double guarantee—read
• All varieties certified—

IS SUPER TORQUE FORD GALAXIES
WITH THE LOOK, THE POWER AND
IOW THE CELL OF THE THUNDEREIREP

America's liveliest, most care-free cars come from Ford ... in 4
_ - sizes!
See your Ford 'Liealer first! Compact new Falcons
-America's alttime economy champ-includin
g
a convertible with automatic topl Middlewe
ight
Ford Fairlanes -featuring hot new hardtops
and wagonsi Big Ford Galaxies—with
a new

I.0.5./.

it through

even SSC's own closed-pedigreed varieties

Thunderbird-smooth ride and optional Swing.
Away steering wheel! New Thunderbirds tool
And all* save you time, temper and money with
Ford's exclusive twice-a-yeat or 6,000-mile maintenancel See your Ford Dealer first!

• All varieties bred right in SSC's territory
• Field tested right here in your State

Except Felten!WWI Bui and Me warmers

YARDEN GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 42

SOUTHERN
STATES
COOPERATIVE

Uc

Cl:
in

4:1

at

en1

De
ght
anc

insi

Del

Wil
the
whir

dm:
and
mar

abot

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION

Wade Television

Is WAGONSYOUR CHOICE IN EVERY SIZE!

el
CF
Fi

in .

These improvements will
add
greatly to the efficien
cy of the
cafeteria.

PICK FROM AMERICA'S
WIDEST CHOICE OF63 CARS AT
YOUR FORD DEER'S!
f rizrm.0

R,
ci
St

Fu

Williamson
says that this freezer will
be an
economy, for it will eventua
lly
pay for itself.

All Makes and Mode/s
Roberts has asked that he be
con•
tacted by writing Harry W.
RobMOTOROLA
erts, Jr., Commonwealth's
Sales and ServIcia
Attorney, First Judicial District,
Clin•
ton, Kentucky and he will
be glad
to forward the applicat
ion.
In 1961 the hospital
treated a
total of 821 patients for
a total
Ill Lake St.
number of hospital days of
Phone 450
12,- ussis

.

Pint

Yellowstone

GERIATRIC

physically handicapped persons
in
Memphis. Since that humble
suggestion in 1923, the hospital
has
grown to include the
entire MidSouth and h.lY
The troop returned to Fulton ing budget of 8140,000.00.
Sunday afternoon.
The Rotarians of the
District are
in constant search of
Those making the
patients for
trip were
the
hospital
.
Mr. Roberts pointed
Mike Campbell, Danny Hales, Sid
Allen, Buddy Hefley, Randall out that any adult who can be
benefitt
ed
by
Roper, Dan Voegeli, John Reed,
orthopedic treatment
Danny Clayton, David Hazelwood, and is unable to pay for it, is
eligible
for
Mike Butts, Terry Adams, James
admission. Admission
Ray, Dick Jones, David Jones, is secured by formal application.
Greg Veneklasen, Charles Hetley, The blanks are available from any
Kirk Vowell, Gordon Jones, Terry Rotarianlinit if they cannot be obDallas, Dennis Lohous and Steve tained from anywhere else, Mr.

V2

MELLOW-MASH

Cafeteria Improved
By Modern Additions

Saturday and set up their tents
during a downpour of rain in a
field close to the park. They hiked
a total distance of 14 miles in 8
hours.

$1.55

See your

Southern States Cooperative
Agency now

St

Uni(
chin
Star
of t
Prof
St
cock
gran
Casn
grea
Cast
neph

Mrs. Mary Trees

DEATHS

ss

Mrs. Edith P. Roberts

READ OUR ADS

I Page

9
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Emerson H.eiderson
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Florida C-uple
rrjured In
Auto Accident

••••,..„

Drive out with
Goodyear's new
husky, ice-biting,
snow digging
winter tire-

Mrs. Heathcock

/

/
You co
/shrug off
//showers

Ralph Strange

NYLON SURE-GRIP
4t the lowest
price ever for
a Goodyear
winter auto tire.

$1 95

6.70.13
block
tubo-1YP•
7.50 st 14 or 6.70 block tuboloss
$14 95
Plus to. ond your old ti,..

HAS TUFSYN, the toughest auto tire rubber
in Goodyear history.
7200+ edges to grip in hub-cop deep snow,
grip in slush or mud.
FREE MOUNTING! IS MONTH

GUARANTEE!
Nation•Wide Road Hazard and Quality
Guarantee—All New Goodyear Auto
Tires Are Guaranteed Natio•Wide,—.
1. Against normal 'Odd harards—i.e blowouts
,
fabric
breaks,
Original owner for m,mber of months
cuts—es
reparable punctures, limited to
specified. 2. Against any defects cept
In worsmansh,p and material franca
limit as to toe or mien. Goodyear dealers
in the U. S or Canada will
tire based on ong.nal tread depth remainrn
g and current -Goodyear Prim" make adjustment allowanCe on new

GOODAEAR

Hugh Nall

MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR
TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND

Pa/data/4

'C B & 0 TIRE CO

303 REED STREET

a
PHONE 947

FULTON

111111•11•11NIMIII

8 oz.
PIES

DUFFY TWINS

LETTUCE
POTATOES U. S. No. 1 Red

CELERY

Father Of Former
F,Ilton Minister
Dies In Nashville
IT LOOKS Mg SOMEONE
WI-10 FORGOT TO GET
INSURANCE FROM

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Ph. 82

Robert
Cunningham, 73, of
Nashville, Tenn., died September
19, and funeral services were conducted on Thursday, September
20 at Nashville with J. Roy
Vaughn of the Church of Christ
officiating.
He was the father of Oliver C.
Cunningham, of
Chattanooga,
formerly of Fulton.

Ni
- imimommumBN
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS

Bush
Bush
Show
Bush

I will be at the Fulton City Hall
F
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5
9: am to 4: pm
to collect your 1962 State and County taxes.

**

neads 29c
10 LBS. 39c
LB. BAG

Each

10c CRANBERRIES. . 29c
Baby Butter Beans . • •
Kidney Beans
Boat Pork & Beans .
Spagheti .
•

•

11

•

WITH TOMATO
•;AUCE & CIIEESE

OWE
CRACKERS
DIXIE BELLE

AMERICAN
ACE
REG. or DRIP
LB PKG.

49c PRESMIES
39c POUTOES
1 LB. BOX

2 "R

LB.

JOE CAMPBELL
FULTON COUNTY SHERIFF

Li

39
2 C
3 CANS

BIG VALU ECOMONY BRA
ND BLADE CUT

Sliced Bacon 590 Chuck Roast- 390
Lb.

PORK CHOPS

_ Lb. 49c

Country Style
2
(
(
" Discount if paid before November 1st,
Please bring your statement with you.

JAMBO
DAMSON
18 OZ. JAR

KOBEY SHOESTRING

Rib Ends Cuts

a

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RES
ERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

yr

SWIFT PREM.
:HIIIIP1IIIIM11111111111111

1962

Mrs. Belle Blackard

Mrs. Mary Naylor Treas, 73,
Mrs. Belle
Blackard, well
Mrs. Edith P. Roberts, sister of
widow of Ernest Trees, died Sunknown Latham resident ,died at
Harry Plott of Centralia, Ill., and
day night, September 30, at 9:50
the Obion County hospital at
well known in Fulton, died in
at Haws Memorial after an illnes
a
s Union City at 11:05 a. m. Monday,
Emerso
Chicago hospital yesterday.
Henderson, 48, of six years.
Octob
er
1,
after
a short illness.
Wingo, oute 1, died suddenly
She was born in Cayce, Ken- She
Funeral services will be at 2
was 77.
at his home about noon October tucky January
p. m. Wednesday at Carbondale,
7, 1889, the dau1.
She was born In Gleason, Tenn., Illinois, with Van Natta
ghter of the late Dr. John W.
Funeral
Services were at 2 p. m. Tues- and Nora Oliver Naylor. She was December 30 1884, the daughter' Home in charge of arrangements.
day, October 2, at New Bethel married May 22, 1904 to Ernest of the late Fletcher and Annie
Baptist Church with Rev. Wade Treas, who preceded her in death Elizabeth Pleasant Etheridge. Her
Copeland, Rev. Bill Griggs and in November 24, a son, Johnny husband, Lube C. Blackard preRev. John Robinson officiating. W. Tress, also preceded her in ceded her in death in September
1959.
Interment was in Clark cemetery, death in December 4, 1926.
Survivors include a eon, Nay- 'Survivors includeunder the direction of Hopkins &
three sons,
lor Treas of Glayson, Kentu
Brown, Clinton.
cky; Carlos Blackard and Ethridge
Survivors include his wife, a grandson, Joe Treas of Fulton; (Fats)
Blackard of Latham,
Mrs. Margaret Henderson; two four great grandchildren, Nancy, Royce Blackard of Detroit; a daudaughter, Mrs. Faletta Ann Sel- Jimmy, Karen and Joan Treas of ghter, Mrs. Ulysses Dortch of
A St. Peterslit ire,
Florida.
lars of St. Louis; Mrs. Bettie Fulton, and three aunts, Mrs. Latham; five grandchildren and couple were
seriously injured last
Campbell.
Mrs.
Joyce Tittsworth of Murray; a Mary
Irene two great grandchildren, and a week in a wreck
near
the Murson, Charles Dewayne Henderson, 13ransford and Mrs. Eula Brown brother, Clyde Etheridge of Ful- phy Sawmill
on Highway 51. Mr.
ton.
Wingo, Route 1, his mother,-Mrs. of Fultqn.
and
Mrs.
Claud
e
Stetze
r
were adShe was a member of the
Bell Henderson 'of Wingo; a sisShe was a member of the Bible mitted to the Fulton
Hospital.
ter, Mrs. Corinne Marquette, Fal- Methodist Church.
Union Church of Christ at LathThe
car
in
which
the
Stetzers
Services were held at 3 p. m. am,
mouth, Ky., four _brothers, Nelson
where services were held at were riding ran inro
the back of
Henderson of Clinton, Louis Hen- Tuesday at the Whitnel Funeral 2 p. m. Wednesday. Garvi
n Brun- a log truck which s‘ as fully loaded.
derson, of Atlanta, and Gene Hen- Home, with Rev. J. L. Leggett of dgie of
Poole, Kentucky was the Both vehicles were traveling in
derson of Paducah and two Paris and Rev. W. T. Barnes officiating. Interment was in Fair- officiating minister. Interment by the same direction at the time of
grandchildren.
view cemetery.
Jackson brothers of Dukedom the accident.
Active pallbearers were: Nay- was in
Oak Grove cemetery.
All The News In The News!
lor Burnette, W. P. Burnette,
Lonnie Roper, Leon Bransford,
Presley Campbell, Lester Brown.
Services for Mrs. Katherine
Robinson Heathcock, Union City
civic and church leader, were held
Sunday, September 23, at the
Ralph T. Strange, former FulWhite-Ranson Funeral home chapel in Union City with the Rev. ton resident, died suddenly of a
Charles C. West, pastor of the heart attack at 9:30 p. m. Friday,
First Presbyterian Church and September 28, at his home in
Rev. Richard Coons, pastor of the Memphis. He was 58. He had
UC Cumberland
Presbyterian been in ill health for the past
Church officiating. Interment was few years.
in Hollywood cemetery in Jackson.
He was reared in Fulton and
Mrs. Heathcock, 84, died at attended the Fulton City Schools.
4:15 p. m. Friday, September 21, He leaves two sisters, Mrs. Roy
at the McAlister Nursing Home in Bettersworth of Big Beard Lake,
Fulton, where she had been a pati- Calif., who is visiting in Fulton
now, Mrs. Earl Liverman of
ent for six years.
Shreveport, La., and a brother,
Mrs. Heathcock was born in John
Strange of Memphis.
Denmark, Tenn., Dec. 6, 1877 dauOther survivors include his
ghter of the late William Judson
wife and two suns, Ralph T.
and Virginia Ann Thompson RobStrange, Jr. and John Edward
inson. She attended school in
Don't let showers ruin your appearance and imStrange and three grandchildren,
Denmark and spent her early life
pair your health. Our tested-best water repellent
all of Memphis.
in Jackson.
process renews the original repellency—restores
She was married in 1896 to
the feel and finish to keep your coats and jack,2ts
William Heathcock, engineer on
smart and new looking.
the old Mobile RE Ohiii railroad
who died June 26, 1926.
Hugh Nall, prominent McLean
Mr. and Mrs. Heathcock pur- County
farmer and son-in-law
chased the Palace hotel in 1920
of Mrs. Herman Roberts of Fuland Mrs. Heathcock continued its
ton, Route 4, died suddenly of a
management until her retirement heart
attack at his home in Calabout 20 years ago.
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS,INC.
houn, Ky., at 10 a. m. Sunday,
She was a member of the .Sept
ember 30. He was 50.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
Union City First Presbyterian
Survivors include his wife,
church and the Order of Eastern Mrs.
Mildred Roberts Nall, a forStar. She was the first president mer
Fulton
resident; a son,
of the Union City Business and
Craig Nall; two daughters, MarProfessional Women's club.
tha and Milly Ann Nall and a
She leaves a son, Fenner Heath- brothe
r, Allen T. Nall, all of CalLIBBY'S
cock, attorney of Union City;
a houn; two sisters, Mrs. Paul Holgranddaughter Mrs. Charles B.
CHICKEN 5
lins of Louisville and Mrs. J. II
Casner Jr., Louisville Ky., a
Byrd, Sr., of Tucson, Arizina.
TURKEY
great-grandchild,
Charles
B.
Mr. Nall, a member of the CalBEE
Castner III; two nieces and
F
a houn Christian Church, was well
nephew.
known in the Fulton area, where
he and his family visited frequently at the home of his wife's
NICE
LARGE 0)
mother.
FIRM
Services were conducted at 3
HEADS
by WICK SMITH
p. m. Tuesday at the Muster Funeral Home in Calhoun.
Rev. Larry Odgen, pastor of
the Calhoun Christian Church,
officiated. Interment was in CalLarge Stalk
I Fresh Ocean Spray
houn cemetery.
=Inc -Will•IIMMOI

RIBS

__ __

Sliced Pork

LIVER

I

Lean Loin End

PORK ROAST

Lb. 59c

Center Cut
_

Lb. 49c

PORK CHOPS

Lb. 89c

Pure Pork

3 Lbs. Bag.

Lb. 29c h SAUSAGE

HENS

LB

FRESH
DRESSED
LB.

99c

25c

SWIFT'S ICE MILK 3 1-2 Gal. Cartons - -

--$1.00

and Saturday.
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• CHESTNUT GLADt.
Mrs. !Harvey Yauxun ite

Truman Plans Visit
At New Village Inn
Former President Harry Truman will spend a night
in Marshall County.
This was, learned from information gathered from
Robert Hale, a campaign committeeman for Lt. Governor Wilson Wyatt in Marshall County. A number of
rooms have been reserved at Kentucky Dam Village
for the night of October 20 and a private party has been
scheduled for President Truman for that night.
Sunday morning, October 21, the former president
will he the honored guest at a breakfast for approxiniatAy 200 persons in the new Village Inn.
President Truman is making the trip to Western
Kentucky in the interest of Wyatt who is seeking a senatorial post in the November election.
The former President will be the featured speaker
at Murray Saturday night October 20, then motor back
to the Village for the night.
President Truman dedicated Kentucky Dam same
16 years ago.

Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mrs. Belle Blackard
who passed away at the Obion
County Hospital Monday morning after being in a critical condition for the past several days,
following many months of declining health. Funeral service
conducted "by Brother Garvin
Brundige at Bible Union with
burial at the Oak Grove Cemetery. She is survived by a daughter Mrs. Annie May Dorch, three
sons Carlos and Etheridge of
Latham and Royce of Detroit, a
Brother Clyde Etheridge of Fulton, several grandchildren and
great grand children and other
relatives to mourn her passing.

Seems that news der, - • this
community are scarce today. It
would be appreciated by the correspondant and the readers if
anyone with a news item would
call 799-4386.

Dr. Bagwell Joins
Staff Of Union
f:iiy Doctors Clinic

Mrs. Elnora Vaughan has reDr. Jerry Bagwell, a native of
turned from a visit of several
Graves Coanty, has joined the
weeks with her sister Miss Restaff of the Union City Clinic and
becca Hagler in St. Louis.
Is now associated with Dr. WilMrs. Melba Wash the Reelfoot liam N. Carpenter in the field of
and Mrs. dast..trics and gynecology.
Regional Librarian
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan attended the
Tennessee Library Trustees In- Ralph Bagwell of Cuba, Kenstitute in Nashville last Friday tucky.

AREA BOYS AT ABILENE CHRISTIAN — Four
Tennessee and Kentucky football players dot the
Abilene Christian College roster this fall. Left to
right are fullback Charles Brandon of Murfreesboro. Trim., quarterback Ronnie Winston of South

Ky., and end A. M. Dycus of South Fulton, Tenn
Win-ton is a freshman and others upperclassmen
Dycus is the only one of the quartet on the Wildcats star,ing lineup; he is ranked as the No. I pass
receiver on the ACC teani in the 1961 season.
Photo courtesy bf Paducah

at the University of Kentucky,
spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mr. t tarter liondnrArd
The friends and relatives of
Mrs. Mary Treas are sorry to
Mrs. Gadberry of Clinton, Ky., know of her passing away at Fulton, Tenn., ssingback Bubba Brown of Mayfield,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gad- Haws Memorial in Fulton Sunday
berry and Freddie.
night
Buton Lassiter Family, and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fowler
tk uF-rTA, vrT,TI,Trze and Mrs. Burnett Lintz.
visiting
.are
of Colfax, California
't,rv Carey nields •
the tatters sister, Mrs. Maye Wall
f New Zalem
The Junior C'
and Harold Hampton. Mrs. FrIW :ere guests of
Sunday
School
the
as
remembered
be
ler will
The Junior Class and BTU of Charles Holt at his home in
former '...-Susie Asbell to her
New Salem Baptist Church chap- South Fulton the past Sunday for
friends.
eroned by Mr. and Mrs. J. W. a nice dinner. Charles is the son
Mr. and Mrs. Malcornm Inman
Bynum, enjoyed a picnic at Ful- of Rev .aitti Mrs. James Holt and
were last Sunday afternoon guests
ton City Park the past Friday the class attended the Baptist
of Mrs. Daigle Bondurant and . Obion County's dairy judging night, after which they attended
Training Union and church serClarice.
I team, composed of John Burrow, a movie.
vice on Sunday evening.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. 1 Brent Burrow and Larry Salmon
Mr. and Mrs. Eueene Lassiter
Mr. J. T. Pa kett spent the
and Mrs. John Elmer Cruce and I of South Fulton and Carnece zdid sons Mark and Stevie of MarLarry were Mrs. Mary Croce. Mr. Johnson of Hornbeak. took second, tin. Tennessee. spent Sunday weekend with his family in
Dukedom.
and. Mrs. John Peterson of Meer- place in competition Saturday at here with parents Mr. and Mrs.
Fire destrc: ed the home of
ray. Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce the Mid-South Fair in Memphis. Buton Lasiter and Leslie.
Mr. and Mrs. Parham Owens near
The Poultry team placed third
and Ricky (7f Lone Oak. Ky.. and
Mrs. Roy Vincent „ill leave Dukedom Sunday
night. The
Mr and Mr;. Ceeil Crum of Mi- in their competition. They are
Anna Hardy; Linda Thorpe, Linda soon on a visit to Al In, Ohio, origin of fire is unknown as
tan. Tennessee.
houseguest
there
a
was
'Inc
no
be
will
Nanney.
she
at
home. The
Linda
where
Mr. and 5.Irs. Chester Wade Collier and
The two teams were also in of children. Mr. and Mrs. Arttell building and all contents were a
at last weekend with Mr. and
big loss to the family.
Mrs. Kenneth Wade in Kings- Nashville over the weekend, com- Vincent.
Wing at the Tennessee State
Leslie Lassie r received first
port. Tennessee.
Rev. James Holt tiled his reguKenny Wade. ho is a student Fair.
lar appointment Lt. New Salem prize on his collection of all farm
Baptist Church the past Sunday products at Palmersville Comat 11 a. m. The church sat in a munity Fair last Saturday. He is
short business session prior to a junior at Palinersville High.
the worship hour. The entire'
building will be insulated. The
new Sunday School rooms are
finished with all new teachers,
and officers taking their places:
.on next Sunday. October 7. An
increase in the Sunday Schepol is
ged and expected.
Everything is in readiness for
sowing of wheat crop with Cecill
1-my's and J. W. Bynum sowing'
rst of all the farmers around
i,ere. It is up to good stand at
this writing. All other land is
broken, diseeci and now ready to I
sow.
SLinira Harrison spent the past '
weekend with Gloria Ann Bynum
and attended church at New Salem
Sunday.
Mrs. Maud Vincent of Dukedom
trade a recent visit to the home
and Mrs. Roy Vincent, the

YCF "11-v/S

—

Mrs. Pearl Baker who recently
underwent surgery and spent a
few days with her daughter Mrs.
Paul Reams after being dismissed
from the Obion County Hospital
has improved so that she has returned to her home.

Dairy Judging
Team Places
2nd At Fair

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News wishes to send birthday greetings this week to the REGULAR WEEKLY SCHEDULE:
following persons:
FRIDAYS: 3:30 to 5:30 pm; 7 BO
October 4: Mary Ann Fields, 12 pm.
Mrs. Wilma Wyatt, Linda Shuck, SATURDAYS: 10-12 am; for beIvan Brady, ginners. 2-4 pm, 7-12 pm.
Ralph 1,reecien.
Mrs. Jo:'e MeCla. ahan, Mrs. Bob SUNDAYS: 2-5 pm; 7:00 to 10:00
MONDAYS: Private Parties
Hyland; October 5: Mrs. Bill
TUESDAYS: 3:30-5:30 7:-10: pm.
Reese. Jr, n Hyland,: October 6:
3:30 to 5:30 pm
Mrs. Warien Graham; October 7: WEDNESDAYS:
7 to 10 pm.
Carolyn Johns. David Cunning3:30-5:30; 7:-10 pm.
ham, Jerry Barnes, Michael Can- THURSDAYS:
trell. Loraine (Fields) - Hoyle,
AFTERNOONS: (Except Sunday)
Audrilla Wade.
25c and 35c.
All other times
October 8: Rebekah Powell,
50c and 75c
Vava Finch, Willis Elliott, Mrs. —Spectators FREE Anytime—.
M. E. Berry; October 9: Judy
Gatewood, Phyllis Faulkner, Mrs.
Mrs. Carl
Johnnie Mooney,
Puckett; October 10: Gene Hardy,
B'dway Si.: South Fulton
Eddie Miller, Carl Croft.

WOOD, FIBRE OR PLASTIC'
WHEELS MAY BE USED

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
Phones: 9126 or 720

MICROSS
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EXPAND THE
EFFECTIVENESS
OF THEIR
PROGRAMS
FOR

SENIOR CITIZENS
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NINETT-EIGHT HOLIDAY SPORTS SEDAN

Come to the

SPECIAL OFFERING FOR
EVERYONE IN KENTUCKY
65 OR OVER

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

IN OCTOBER ONLY

NEW STYLE TO EXCITE YOU I
NEW LUXURY TO DELIGHT YOU I

Here's the year's most tasteful combination of elegance and performance—Oldsmobile for '631 'New body styles! Stunning interior
detailing! Responsive V-8 engines with up to 845 h.p.! Even a new
7-position Tilt-Away Steering Wheel, optional at extra coat. See the
style-leading 1963 Oldsmobiles—Ninety-Eights, Super 88s, Dynamic
88s, Starfires—now on display at your Oldsmobile Quality Dealer's!

• I00.4 AIR CONDITIONED
.FREE PARKING
.FREE TV IN EVERY 10014

• NO AGE LIMIT
• NO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION'

• I FINE RESTAURANTS

PROTECTION FOR—
• HOSPITAL CARE SURGICAL-MEDICAL

• CHILDREN UNDER

IT FREE

• i5o0 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT

• NURSING HOME CARE, DOCTOR S VISITS
• DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
• VISITING NURSE SERVICES

All
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

woh the Sloe Cross-Blue Shield aim to help
siter.,(.4
hers of the Community. Over 5 million Americans 65 or over already
,
m.
BIJe Cross, over 3 million hove Blue Shield. More than 80,000
,,cl,.ons 65 or over have Blue Cross-Blue Shield. If you ore 65 Of over,
yovr opportunity to share in the increased security Blue, Cross.
s
',,sts protection con provide. (If you ore o son, daughter Of Other
of persons 65 or Over, you con arrange for their enrollment.)

COUPON TODAY FOR
1,4 ORMATION AND AN APPLICATION
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD
3 1 0 1 Bardstown Road
Lowsvdle 5, Ky.
I
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application for your "Senior Citaen" program.

Exalting- new blend of beauiy and action
...In_the low-price field

A longer look ... a testy feel ... and every inch an Oldsmobile!
That's the F-85 for '63! Powered by a spirited aluminum V-8
with up to 195 h.p.l And there's a choice of coupes, sedans,
station wagons, convertible ... plus the revolutionary turbocharged
Jarrrntet See the fun-to-drive Olds F-85—on display now!
TNIRES EIOMETHINI) alcIELS- AROUT OWNING' AN OLOSNIORI‘E I

-511 YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE 'DUALITY DIALER
111511
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KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 EAST STATE LINE
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Members Of '63 Gr-r-rowl Staff
Announced By Jackson And Steele
Plans a
.re now underway for
work on the 1963 Annual. Mr.
Charles Jackson and Mrs. Ray
Steele are the sponsors. The following is a List of the various editors and their assistants.
Mary Bondurant and Stanley
Jeffress are the co-editors and
will be the heads of the staff.
Phyllis Pigue and Sheri Elliott
are the busineF- managers. They
will take care of all the business
affairs and - will plan ways to
raise money.
The advertising editor is Barry
Roper, with Vyron Mitchell as his
assistant. This part of the staff
is in charge of selling ads and will
work on the advertising section
of the annual.
The photography staff will take
care of all business relations with
the photographer and will decide
where and when to make pictures.
Pam Homra is the editor and her
assistants are Martha DeMyer,
Kenneth Allen, and Philip Putnam.
Annie Lee Green, the activity

Explorers Re-elect
Roper As President

PLASTIC
USED

LINK
26 or 720

editor, and her assistants, Glenda
Clark, Josephine Hancock, Lynn
Williamson, and Jim Campbell
will be responsible for finding
new and interesting activities to
add to our annual.
Douglas McAlister will head up
the sports section with Tommy
Harwood, Don Burnette, Johnny
Covington And Tommy Powell assisting him.
Bill Hancock is in charge of the
snapshot pages. He and his assistants, Dana. Davis, Darlene
Roberts, and Paul McClay, will be
doing such things as taking snapshots at football and basketball
games and other activities.
Head typist is Pat Jones. Her
assistants will be selected at a
later date.
These people on the staff were
chosen from the Senior class because they showed an interest in
participating in the work of the
coming annual.
A color picture will appear on
the back of the front and back
covers. This picture of the class
was made September 11 at the
football field. The prints of these
pictures have been sent to the
publishing company. This will be
the first year the Fulton High Annual has had a color picture.
The annual staff was in charge
of selling the Mums for homecoming. All the profit will be used
for the expenses of the yearbook.
The first deadline is October 15.
Fifteen pages have to be sent in
to the publishers by this date.
Members of the staff sold ads the
last week of September so as to
meet this deadline.

Explorer Post 43 had its regular
meeting Thursday night, September 13, at the Fulton Youth Center. Thomas Exum, post advisor,
outlined and discussed a future
trip to Crystal Mountain near Hot
Springs. Arkansas. As of now, the
trip will take place in October,
which will most likely prove to be
one of the more interesting outings.
The post's yearly officer elec- Accurate
tion was also held. Barry Roper
WORKMANSHIP
was re-elected president. Ken
Morgan, the new vice-president,
At Low Cost
has been very active in the post.
Wakhes
Clocks and Time
The secretary, Barry Adams
has been
re-elected to his Pieces of All Rinds Accupost, while the new treasurer, rately Repaired At Low Cost
by—
Freddie Wells, has taken over the
money. The new quarter-master,
ANDREWS
Glenn Exum, will keep up with
all equipment. The new social diJewelry Company
rector, Harold Martin, and his assistant, Ronnie Wall, will show the
post great times at socials. Jerry
Elliott as historian and Jerry
Wells as his assistant have their
job cut out for them. A new public relations officer, Richard Fry,
has been appointed to work with
Bill Hancock.
This year the Explorers have
two new assistant post advisors,
Harry Williams and Willis Elliott.
Harry is attending - college at
UTMB now and Willis holds a
steady job in town. These boys
have graduated from high school,
which automatically relieves them
of the right to be regular post
members, but they are interested
enough in exploring to remain
with the post as senior members.
The meeting was closed with a
Gives complete heating satisprayer by Harold Martin.
faction!

Math Teacher And Wife Work At FHS 'Page 11

DID YOU KNOW

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cooper
came from Fort Knox, Kentucky,
where Mr. Cooper had been teaching for three years. Mr. Cooper
teaches plain geometry, solid
geometry, trigonometry, and algebra H. Mrs. Cooper does office
work for Mr. Holland and Mr.
Martin.
Mr. Cooper graduated from
Hickman High School and afterwards spent four years in the
United States Air Force. He then
attended Murray State College
for two years and graduated from
the University of Kentucky in
1959 with majors In math and
chemistry.. Mr. Cooper likes to
fish and hunt %Olen he is not
teaching.
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Chuck
Pawlukeiwicz, F H S
sophomore who was seriously injured by lighting on the golf
course June 25, is doing fine at his
home in the Country Club Courts.
Chuck is expected to be back in
school sometime in October, depending on his checkup September 19, at the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis. He definitely will have
a brace on his let leg and will be
on crutches for a few weeks. He
wants to thank everyone for the
cards and is looking forward to
beirig back in school as soon as
possible.

Red Devils!!

City Drug Company. Fulton

I

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

VslAl

MI6
0110

McCULLOCH'S
VALUE CHAIN SAW

—SKR-Powerful direct drive
ssion31 env7neer. ing features. "L,g saw ' 1.0..— Small saw" price!

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

-

FOR YOUR

* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

$204.50

ADDEO POWER • COOL RUNNING • SMOOTH IOLING
LOOP SCAVENGING • POSITIVE SAFETY CUT-OFF SWITCH
SEE IT ON DISPLAY NOWI

208 M 11N STREET

Paul Nailling Implement Co.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

314 Walnut St.

••••••••••=1”....nonaliliMMION.'

Phone 16. Fulton
•

SENATOR MORTON IS BETTER QUALIFIED
TO REPRESENT AU !ci ME U.S. SENATE
Senator Morton's views arc ale views of Kentuckians from all sections of the state and all walks of life. His views are founded on
valuable experience as a 'Itisinessman,an empJoyer,a congressman,
a veteran, and as a senator in time of great national peril. There
is no substitute for expericilcel

REV EW SENATOR MORTON'S RECORD
As a BUSINESSMAN,Senator Morton
successfully led Kentucky's Ballard
Mills' expansion and increased use of
farm products.
As a true friend of LABOR, Senator
Morton guaranteed his employees a full
40-hour week when at the depth of the
depression, only 25 hours production
were needed to meet demand.
As a SERVICEMAN and VETERAN,
Senator Morton has served his country
well. 51 months of active naval duty—
mostly at sea in the Pacific. He is a
member of the American Legion,
V.F.W and Naval Reserve.

"AN HONEST VALUE"
Let us fill your bin now;
weather will soon
here! Phone 51.

Michael Calliham and Charles
Willingham, former FHS students,
have been initiated into Kappa
Alpha fraternity at Memphis
State University. Both are Ilusiness Education Majors.

ASTHMA
FASI fiLLIEfl Terrifying Spasms of Bronchial Asthma relieved quickly (usually
within I minute) with NEPHRON Inhalant.
Even the most stubborn cases respond.
Regardless of what you have tried or
how hopeless your case, NEPHRON could
answer your need with amazing results.
See /Our Druggist for NEPHRON.

--.---

- FULTON GRADS INITIATED

Mrs. Cooper also graduated
from Hickman High School and
later attended Murray State College for one year. She was hired
by Mr. Holland on September 3.
The office work she does consists
of typing, taking dictation, and
This year we have a new family filing. She work, the entire school
in the Fulton City School System. day, but she siys..that it keeps

* Less ashes
* Dustless
• Burns so Free
* More heat

cold

her busy and she enjoys it. For ,that there is an entire Bureau
a pastime, Mrs. Cooper enjoys devoted to Liquified Petroleum
Gas in the Division of Fire Predrawing.
vention? This Bureau is responMr. and Mrs. Cooper both en- sible for the
safe use, storage,
joy working with young people handling,
and transportion of
and being with them. They have liquified
petroleum uroducts.
one daughter, who is in the first
grade this year. They attend the
First Methodist Church.
The News Is The Newsiest!

Support

Mr. Charles Cooper, new math
teacher at Fulton High, opens the
door for his wife, who does office
work for Mr. Martin and Mr. Holland.

'WOO

Chuck Pawlukiewicz To
Return To School Soon

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 4, 1962

be

CITY COAL CO.

L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

OEM
For Fine Liquors

As a CONGRESSMAN, Senator Morton was acclaimed by the COURIERJOURNAL as an outstanding leader...
and was re-elected twice.
As ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE,Senator Morton helped shape
our nation's foreign policy and made us
all proud of his face-to-face negotiations with the Russians and other communist nations.
As your U.S. SENATOR, Senator
Morton has served you admirably. He
is a member of the two important Senate legislative committees: Finance and
Commerce.

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton

tpWALKER
2

R -A

You are going to hire a 'United States Senator November 6. One of the applicants isThruston Morton, your present senator. Senator Morton is for the American way of
life, the free enterprise system, he is against socialized medicine, socialized business,
he is against Communism. He is not a member of A. D.A. He is for the
Monroe
Doctrine, he is for getting the Communists out of Cuba, he is not a Left-Winger, he
is a businessman, he has met a payroll. Senator Morton is a man of
integrity
ability — experience.

!
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Enjoy the true
bourbon taste

of
Hiram Walker's

Vote the

MAN • Vote MORTON
Morton Campaign Commitse*

TEN HIGH!

Louie B.Nuoo, Quiaaaa

IOWA WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL • II PROOF

•
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Mayfield Negro
Charged With
Theft Of Auto

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 4, 1962

FOR RENT: Floor bandits/ machine and electric floor polisher
;trid electric vacuum ,ieaners. ExDO YOU HAVE an old car change Furniture Co
,1935 or older) stored in your
Awn or around your place? Rel'ardless of its condition, it can be
sold for cash if it can be made to
-un. If you have an old car or
All types of Losarattea
snow someone who has, phone the
\lews office for further informs.-

CLASSIFIED ADS

A Mayfield Negro, Herman
Hayes, was apprehended by Mayfield police last week and charged
with the theft of two automobiles,
one in Fulton.
Hayes was charged with stealing a 1955 Ford in Mayfield, then
abandoning it on Anderson street
in Fulton and taking a 1955 Ford
from the Atkins Used Car Lot on
Fourth Street.

Dewey Johnson

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
"Covering everything'
,hone (UC)
TUrrier 5-9121
422 Lake 8t.
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City
Lv 944 P. m. Fulton, Ky,
Co Memphis
Phone 408
Lv 2:19 p. m.
Co Nashville
When It's
Real Estate in Fulton

WE RENT - - -

•

Milton School's completely self-containing roo
photo at left Milton Principal Cecil Maddox a
by the refrigerator in the room where the chil
children standing left to right are: Melba Fell
In the middle photo twins Keith and Kenneth
In the gleaming white sink in the room. The
litUe boys and janitor Willie Randolph as they
the photo are: 'Ferrel McNeal, Randolph, Terry

m is not only functional, it's beautiful. In the
nd School Superintendent W. L. Holland stand
dren can have their fresh milk each day. The
ce Patton, Esther Lee Jaycox and Jim Jackson.
Robinson and Jurusha Bowden wash their hands
photo at right shows real interest among three
"pretend" to use the public address system. In
Lee Morrow and Stevie Bransford.

IN IC HOSPITAL
Frank Barber, Illinois Central
conductor, has been admitted to
the Illinois Central hospital in
Chicago. His room
number is
220.

-- See-

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

SCHOOL—
CHARLES W. BURROW MILTON
(Continued /tom page tate)

Bulldogs Edged By Murray Tigers For First
Loss Of Season; Red Devils Win Fifth Game'

I
A petition, bearing the signa"'aral Loans
tures of all the colored citizens in
the school district, was directed
Conventiona, J...oans
to the Fulton City Board of EduTD was made by Kenneth Allen.
The mighty Fulton Build1.11A Loans
WADE FURN. CO.
cation urging that a new building
The South Fulton Red Devils
in
a
41-39,
beaten
barely
—The very best selection of real be built in the near future. With were
pulled their fifth victory out of
'hone 103
Fulton, Ky. estate for sale at all times!
the Board's approval the petition thriller with the Murray Tigers the fire Thursday night as they
was sent on to the State Board Friday night as South Fulton's defeated Alamo 13-12. The game
Of Education.
high-flying Red Devils took their was not decided until the final
Flowers and Hallmark Cards
Considerable delay and red fifth victory in a row at Alamo quarter.
WITHOUT
DON'T
MOVE
for all occasions
tape followed, with the State an- Thursday night.
This weekend, the Bulldogs will
CALLING COLLECT
Invitations, place cards, birth
nouncing that there were too few
Johnny Covington, threw five travel down to Newburn, Tennesannouncements
warrant
to
school
in
the
students
FULTON,
KY.
555
touchdown paases during the see. The Red Devils have an open
Goren's bridge accessories and
a new building and several altergame. The only other Bulldog night.
CHapel 7-1833
pia,inc cards.
natives were offered ,including
N"I'EX STATIONERY
that of integrating the elementary
KY.
MAYFIELD,
Colored gla.ssvi are. brass and
schools in the city. However, the tegration of Fulton City High
gifts.
•MT. MORIAH NEWS•
Negro parents stood by their School in 1958.
Arrangements of assorted
Mrs. Marion Milani
earlier pleas for the new school
House was held in
An
Open
permanent flowers.
building and the State Board finthe new
building yesterday
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
ally granted the request.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Vanhorn
(Wednesday) from 3:00 to 9:00
Pho. 20-J Nite & Sun. 20-R or
The local school board started
were moved in and children and Linda Christian
p.
m.
Students
1763
work on plans and specifications
of Calhoun, Georgia, are weekwith their books this morning.
and bids were soon received.
end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
!;r1E4 Specifications were drawn up by
Grissom, Mrs. Grissom will go
architect Lee Potter Smith of
home with them for a visit.
Paducah and they were approved
Mrs. Edward Calhoun and chilcontract
The
by the State Board.
of Pryorsburg were Saturdren
with
was let in mid-December
visitors of Mrs. Marion Miday
bidInc.
as
low
Builders Supply,
lam. They attended the School
der.
B. D. Nisbet, Contact Represen- Fair at Welch in the afternoon.
Work on the new foundation tative of the Kentucky Disabled
Several attended services at the
had been going on only ten days Ex-Serviceman's Board, will be
Moriah Mission near Daltons
when a whole section ,' the foun- present October 12 at the Fulton Mt.
on Sunday afternoon.
dation caved in and work was American Legion Hall to assist Grocery
The outcome looks good that
abrupted halted.
veterans and their dependents there will be a church built back
It became necessary to rede- with claims for benefits due them
Moriah property. Bro.
(In the building next to the Dewey Johnson
sign the foundation and to move as a result of their military ser- on the Mt.
Howell brought the message with
it position on the property. The vice.
services on each Sunday aftersame type of foundation was used
Insurance agency, formerly The Smokehouse)
He will be present from 9 a. m. noon at 2:30. Everyone is welas that of buildinp in New Orcome.
leans and in the region around until 3 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Webb are
the Florida Everglades.
En Mil an In MIMI In
enjoying a new truck.
Support The Red Devils!!
The structure itself, plus the
Will see you next week. God
cost of the demolition of the reSUPPORT THE BULLDOGS
Bless each one of you.
inziinder of the old building and
the building up of the school site,
has amounted to approximately
$80.000. Instructional equipment
and architectural fees increased
NMI NMI NEI
the cost an additional $5000.
The building is on Thomas and
Anderson streets and is centrally
Watch for our grand opening in the near future!
located to the colored section of
Fulton. Students
have been
Because of the shortage of skates to accomowalking great distances to school
while attending classes in the
date our growing number of patrons we are offerchurches.
Only the first efght grades are
ing first quality roller skates at wholesale prices
now represented at Milton. The
Home OvLned and Opeated by WEND.U. and LOUISE BUTT'S.
four high school grades were
for the next 30 days. You can save money by buydone away with in 1938 when the
State Board of Education decided
ing your skates at just
there weren't enough high school
students attending to give it accredition. Students were transported by bus to Riverview High
School in Hickman until the in-!
309- Walnut

Phone 61

GILLUM

-

TRANSFER CO.

Representative Here
For Veterans Board

WE HAVE MOVED
TO OUR NEW LOCATION
ON LAKE STREET

FULTON COUNTY COURT
RE: LOCATION OF VOTING PRECINCTS
The Court having previously renumbered the
voting precincts in Fulton County. it is now the order of the Court that the said precincts will have
their voting places at the following locations:
Precinct

Old Location

DOLLAR STORE

TAKE YOUR PICK!

$13.50 A PAIR

FARMS FOR SALE: Some good
buys in farms of few acres and
up. Robert Goolsby Real Estate,
Greenfield, Tenn. Phone 235-2302.
TV ANTENNAS: We install
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.!
Phone 307. Roper Television.

BOTH
NOW

155

.fiummisok '
FOR SALE
SPINET PIANO
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. O. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

2 City Hall and Launderette
4 Kentucky Hardware
6 Log Cabin
8 Wolberton and Riceville
10 Palestine Community House
12 Crutchfield Post Office
14 Jordan Store
16 Fulton Co. School (Cayce)
18 State Line Depot
20 Farmer's Imple., Supply Co.
22 Court House,- Roper's Store
24 Fulton Co. Farm Bureau
26 Mengel Lane,Craddock Store
28 Sassafras Ridge, Bondurant
30 Sassafras Ridge, Bondurant
32 Whitson Home-Madrid Bend

GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED AND 1011LED BY GLERMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY LOLDSVILLI.OWINSBOIO.RIMICIrf

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Fulton City Hall
Kentucky Hardware
Fulton Health Center
Dr. Myers Clinic
Palestine Community House
Batts Grocery
Rice's 4-Point Station
Fulton County School (Cayce)
Shaw's Grocery
Hickman-Fulton Co. RECC Bid.
Courthouse
Fulton Co. Farm Bureau
West Side Service Station
Mrs. J. A. McCarty Residence
Western School
Fulton Co. School-Madrid Bend

These voting places will remain as above stated until changed by order of the Court.
Fulton County Court

J. C. BOIIDURANT
Judge

FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!
DIRECT FROM EDINBURGH FESTIVAL

Regimental Bands, Pipes, Drums and Dancers of the

ROYAL SCOTS GREYS and
ARGYLL AND SU
HIGHLANDERS
100 MEN of two heroic
regiments join in a
stirring spectacle of
rousing music, joyful
Highland dances
_
and thrilling
marching drills

Take advantage of this offer while it lasts.

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
Martin, Highway

Two Thrilling Hours of Action-Filled
Pageantry ... An UnforgeMhle Show!

South Fulton, Tenn.

r----

Chifferobe
Chairs, from
Nice desk
Divans, from
RCA record player, like new
Oil cook stove
Odd bedsteads, from
Buffet ___
Dining table and chairs, from
9 x 12 rugs, from

TICKET ORDER COUPON

— — —

Don't Miss The Ito,al Scots Gre s!
ROYAL SCOTS GREYS
2211-235 W. Short St.
Lemoneton, Kentucky

HOME FURNISHINGS
For The

GLENMORE

wholesale price and are the best that can be bought.

AMEMENIMIIIIIME1111•1111111111•111E\

4/5 QUART

$2.85 I $145
PINT I /
1
2PINT

in sizes from five under. This price is absolutely at

New Location

NO.

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

ROLLER SKATES WHOLESALE

$29.95
$ 5.95
$15.00
$24.95
$39.95
$19.95
$ 7.50
$10.00
$27.50
$ 5.95

—AT—

Please send me the following tickets fur the Royal Scots
'Greys and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders show to be
held at 8 p.m. Tuesday. Oet. 23 at Memorial Coliseum at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington:
NO. OF TICKETS

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

at $E oath (Sections A through J and ftectinns
AA through 11)
at $2.50 each fig.., A through Z)
at Si SO ..11 (%action. K through P. Elections
V through Z and Section• VV through Si)
*STUDENT TICKETS ONLY at $1 Oath (Sections S
Q thrnugh IS and Sections LL through VW
TOTAL

1

NAME
ADDRESS

Wade's Used Furniture Store
"Trade with Wade and Save"
217 Main Street
Phone 478

t
the
in t
Mn

ill

CITY

L_.

Make Check Payable to Royal Scott Greys
,••••

r•I•••••

..MM,
•
NIk

.11•••

•••••I

For benefit of U. of K. Journalism Scholarshir
Fund, sponsored by the Ky. Press Assn. and
this newspaper.
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